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October 12, 1978 

Mr. Richard Wayne, Manager 
Solar Energy Department 
Sandia Laboratories 
P. O~ Box 969 
Livermore, CA 94550 

{213)277-2793 

Subject: AIAA/ASERC Conf. on Solar Energy 

Dear Mr. Wayne: 

FILE NO-

DESTROY 

In accordance with AIAA instructions, I am sending you, my 
session chairman,the enclosed copy of Paper No. 78~1755. 

I received degrees in E.E. from Penn State (B.S. in 1942) and 
Aero. E. from N.Y.U. (M.S. in 1946). I held positions as Asst. 
Prof. of E.E. at Loyola Univ., Sr. Research Engineer at Hughes 
Helicopters and supervisor of preliminary structural dynamics 
at Sikorsky Aircraft. At present, I am Solar Program Manager 
at S. c. Plotkin & Associates. 

Regarding the choice of slides for my paper, I can either use 
exactly the figures being published or I could switch to more 
emphasis on hardware details on our experimental power plant 
which won first prize at the Sun Day exhibit at the Los Angeles 
Museum Of Science And Industry (Fig. 3). Have you a preference? 

I would like most to know which organization or agency in U.S. 
should be considered most likely to become interested in R&D 
aimed at further evaluation of the Crossbow Central Receiver 
concept and the 25% cost reduction wllich it offers. Do you 
believe that it is more appropriate for you or for Dr. Henry 
Marvin, the Keynote Speaker to be asked this question? 

Sincerely, 

William H. Raser 
Solar Program Mgr. 

WHR/a 
Encl. 1 

CC: Dr. Henry Marvin, Deputy Program Pirector 
DOE Office of Solar, Geothermal, Electric & Storage Systems 
W~shi.ngton, D.C. 
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Abstract · 

llorizontally-flexed "crossbow" beams 
in the form of large leaf springs are con
sidered as a means for supporting and 
steering mirrors in central receiver sys
tems. Their use reduces requirements for . , 
(1) heavy structural materials, (2) ·the . ,• 
number of tracking drives, (3) component 
. chining precision and (4) land area. 

Although the exact amount depends upon the 
pointing accuracy and wind tolerance 
specifications, the economy in plant 
construction resulting from these changes 
could be over 25 percent. 

:1·. Introduction 

Fig. 1 shows an early application of a 
flexed beam to a solar furnace reflector 
built by physicist Dr. Robert H. Goddard. 
In Goddard's furnace, thin mirror strips 

·were flexed by means of cables attached 
with turnbuckles .£or manual adjustment. ·A. 
400 kW solar plant at Georgia Tech also 
uses •long horizontal beams as heliostat 
supporting structure but wi. thout ·provision 
1or utilization of beam flexure. · 

Fig. 1. ·,(1 ) 
Goddard's 
flexed -beaa 
reflector 

.f'i'g. • 2 :shows a sketch of a power -tower 
~. ~ .which such beams are used n.ot only as · 

supporting structure for he1iostats but 
a1ao as significant parts of the heliostat 

•, tracking drives. Fig. 3 shows an expex:i
aental application of this type of solar 
power plant used to drive a small steam 
engine and electric generator. !J:bis 1110del 

*Member iIAA 

.l 

1Fig. 3 A small experimental crossbow plant 

iWith :its 40 sq •. ft • . of mirrc;>r area won the 
,Los Angeles Sun Day Exhibit .first prize, 
,May 3,' 1978. This model iftts:·ten·•tnirrors 
·which track the sun and :focus sunlight on 
a fixed point, the :receiver/ that is on 
top of a tower. Instead of naving a pedes
tal supporting each mirror, this model has 
one long horizontally-flexible beam or leaf 
spring providing all ten mirrors with not 

,only structural support but also azimuth 
:aiming angles. A leaf spring which pro
jVides both of these is called a "crossbow". 
l 

First, a general description of the 
:crossbow heliostat configuration is given • 
•Following that, the theory of central re-
1ceiverconcentrators is extended to apply 
i to the groups of mirrors which can be . 
,mounted on a crossbow beam. Implementing 
ischemes -are then discussed, particularly 
,for the mechanization of the required azi-
1muth angles. Finally, some general char- I 
iacteristics of crossbow beliostats are 
reviewed including wind tolerance, area 
uill.ization and estimated relative con
struction costs. 

XX • . Crossbow Heliostat Description 

Not counting the receiver and other 
iparts of the tower, a very simple system 
1with only one crossbow beam could consist 1 

of foundation structure to support aver
tical-axis hinge or pivot, the beam with 

1its midpoint supported by and hinged at 
1this pivot or hingepoint, mirrors mounted 
lalo~g the beam so as to be rotated about 1 
·the local beam axis in accordance wi th the 1 
1required mirror elevation angl7, tension l 
1
cables connected to the beam tips and means 

j£or controlling beam curvature. The ~ 

-------- --
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. 1i.s·•· leaf spriJ:lg': consisting of' two leaves, [ 
Jl1 pairs of bearings to support n mirrors. ; 
.:fewer .than n pressure pacis; at 'various sta-· 
tions along the leaf spring to create and . 

;control a separation distance between the 
ltwo 1eaves and a number of brackets inelu
fd±ngc tip brackets. Each leaf -can be a bar 
jof $pring steel arranged. to resist vertical 
ideflections while permitting horizontal de
; flections. Each bracket provides an offset 
'point on one side of tjie leaf spring cen
jterlinei the offset distance is zero at the 
·hinge,. e at the tip, and. a proportional 
: fraction of e everywhere in between. The \ 
/tip offset points are forpulley attachment 
:while the others are for guiding cables. 

; Figs. 4 and 5 show.a-plan view.of·two 
1l!ra.i.:n parts of the crossbow heliostat struc
!ture. One part is longitudinal. -=usswork 
.:with two bing'epoints and; four pulley 
,pomts7 The other part is a leaf .... spring . 
. beam with: its brackets;;and/with four;:, 
:separators capabl.e of cont:rolling,:,the
distance between the ~ leaves_ ' 4.rhese 
'Separator& are hydraul.i:cally-' ~-ded ·pads 
o:r: bellows- Fig. 4 also sh~ part. of 
another I.eaf spring... , . _, 

!".t~.. 4 feaj01"'' 
c:omponenta of 
h.eliosta.t 
arr.1y 

F.ig. 5 Detail.ed view<• 
of crossbow beam tip 

Not shown in thesea,twe> figures are 
•wheels and tracks for beam-support, mechan
ical vibration dampers. and angle control 
mec:hanisms. The wheels in the unit shown 

:in Fig. 3 are bicycle wheels, one at each 
~earn.tip. For the longer beams depicted 
in: Fig. 2., more than two wheels are·used 
per beam. The tracks which engage these 
wheels can be curved pipes supported by 
heavy stakes driven into the ground. This 
process of driving stakes into the ground 
avoids.the use of concrete,.. requires no 
digging or grading and is particu1arly 
appropriate for installing transportable 

'structure which may bee pre-fabricated. on- · 
less extensive compu~er usdii9e is planned,, 
al.L of the tracks should b&'.. in one plane. 

\ The"·mai.n advantage of the crossbow co 
jfig:uration is the elimination of heavy and 
costly parts,. particularly tbeuse of fewer 
and simpler. azimuth drives using cable 
systems rather than high torque, high pre
cisian gear boxes. As wil.I. be demonstrat 

1there is not only a distinct reduction in 
the nwnber of needed servo drives for azi
inuth angle controls but also the possibil
ity of this for elevation angle controls ... 
Futhermore., reducing the number·of servo 
1Jll0tors required per heliostat can .. provicle 
!some secondary benefits. 

[ .·•. These secondary benefits of an increa 
in the ratio of the number of mirrors to 
;the number of servos are simply the bene
;fits· of not being restricted. (by servo 
1costs) to having such large heliostat mir
lrors- . First, there is reduced cost per 
•square· foot of mirror as small.er sizes .. ea-
lcourage less expensive fabrication tech-, · 
jniques.. second. area utilization is:-:• .. 
,improved:. as will.. be disca.ssed... A third 
1advantage. is wind load redl1cti0D,·consi.d-·· 
lering: the mirror ta be an airfoil:. Aero-· 
;dynamic:· manent: is: more sensitive· to chord', 
jthan,.to span,.. being roughly proportioaal:.
!ta the second and first powers;., .. res~ 
!tive-1y.. Wind moment loads-: constitute, the 

· .main;. specification affec::tinq · the, cost ~ 
. reliostat dd.ve systems.... . . . 

: I.I.L. Optical Requirements For· The• Bea'lt

! 
i The main requirement of the crossbow'" 
:beam· and its system of controls ha. to do 

1
with it& horizontal displacement., i.e.,. . 

. 1i:t$, :rotation '.and flexure. within a h~1:: 

. 1zonta1 plane.. . At each mirror: location:,, .. 
. ;.the tangent to its centerline (e.g ... ,. line 
!AA in.Fig .... 5) must coincide with: the: ele-· 
1vation axis of a typical. hellos tat at that. 
1loca.tion:.. . '?he continuous curve in a hori-

• 1zontal plane which satisfies-. this condi- · · 
'.tionds called the optical. locuS ... Three, 

1
theorems from physics and geometry are;, 

l 
L ( 1 ) Any surface which refl.ect:s parallel. 
!rays, onto a single point is a. paraboloid 

: lo:f. revolution. See Fig. fi.,.., 

j (2) The intersection of a pax:aboloid and a 
\plane'. (e.g., a horizontal. plane),·.is a c · 
:section. 
I 

; ( 3) If a conic section formed in this way 
;is an ellipse, the projeqtionof the axis 
of the paraboloid on the given plane is 
,the major axis of the ellipse. 

Therefore, for the optical: locus to 
have,tangents which satisfy requirements 
at all points,. it must be a conic section. 
,If the sun is directly overhead., this con 
should be a circle. If the elevation 
angles were zero, the conic would be a 
parabol:a •. Neglecting these two extremes,. 
the optical. locus should be an ellipse •. 

. The only paint on the optical ellipse 

z.· 
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Fig. 6 The 
optical locus 
as an inter
section of 
two surfaces 

TOWtR WITH 
RECEIVER 

which is at a fixed location is the beam 
hinaepoint. See Fig. 4. Being fixed, 
this point relates to the sun and receiv
er geometry like a conventional pedestal 
heliostat. For example, the normal to the. 
optical locus at a hingepoint has azimuth i 
equal to 13.,. This azimuth! like. the tilt ·l 
(elevation) angle of the mirror is a func
tion of the usual three sun-relating an- I 
gles, ~, & and,. Fig. 7 represents the; 
projection of some important angles onto 
the horizontal plane. 

Fig. 7 Plan ~iew 
of the tower and 
one mirror 

TOWER 
• IJ-..J---/J 

SOUTH SOUTH 

IV. Nomenclature 

a,b semiaxes (radii) of an ellipse 
A,B curvefitting constants 
c displacement of the ellipse 
c damping constant (force/velocity) 
e normal offset at beam tip bracket 

:- --~~~~i anri~!::-v~ls~1~!~i~~~~rce .. 
g gain of servo amplifier 
H tower height 
I beam section moment of inertia 
J mass moment of inertia of structure 
K structural spring rate (force/displ.) 
rn mechanical advantage of pulley system 
M beam bending moment 
fi unit mirror vector (outward normal) 
2n number of mirrors per crossbow 
p focal length of generating paraboloid 
q,s coordinates of generating parabola 
Q a generalized mirror position angle 
R radius of curvature of beam s unit sun vector (toward sun) 
s complex variable in Laplace transforms 
S sernilength of crossbow beam 

·t unit tower vector (toward receiver) 
T distance of mirror to receiver· 
x,y rotated and translated normal axes 
LGP locus-generating paraboloid 

3 

· /3n azin\uth. orientation of 11\irror normal 
/3s azimuth orientation of sun 
/3~ mirror-to-tower ray azimuth orientatio 

· 8 11 mirror tilt angle (mirror from horizon. 
Bs sun zenith angle 
B: mirror-tower distance angle 
6 declination angle from celestial equat. 
~ latitude on earth 
?- time angle from local noon 
cu natural frequency of some structure 

Subscripts 
c crossbow heliostat design 
h horizontal plane projection 

.n,N mirror normals 
of vector 

o output 
p pedestal heliostat design 
s sun 
t,T tower 

•1,2 components 

y. Generating The Optical Locus 

From Riaz, (3) at a_ny point where Bt.i/Jt:, 
etc. are applicable, 

i /'.J sin es sin/.1s + sin 0-t. sin/9-t (1) 
' tan t.Jn = • /3 + B cos L> ! sin 0s COS S sin of Pt 

'where 
: cos 0.s = sin A sin 5 + cos A cos 6 cos~ (2) 

!sin /35 
i 

. ':" sin r cos .r / sin e.s (3) 

: tan 0-t. =(mirror-tower distance)/tower heigh 
I - - - (4~ 
; In Fig. 7, th, nh and sh are projected 
•unit vectors from the hingepoint in di-
rections toward the target, normal to the 
mirror and toward the sun respectively. 
Consider a second mirror located a dis
tance · Ax from the first along the optical 
locus and denote its vectors by replacing 
t with T, etc. From Fig. 7, eq.(1) and 

'the laws of cosines and sines, curvature 
can be determined. 

H2tan2BT = H2tan2e + (Ax) 2 · 
j + t2 (Ax) Htan8t sin <Pn-Pt> 
, . <5) 
/JT =f3t -: sin:_"_1 [(.ox,"_H tarr0T) cos __ <Pn•P.t>(

6
} 

1 /J sin Bs sin /Js + sin Sr sin Pr (7) 
i tan N = sin Bs cos P.s + sine.,.. cospT 

: n' afin lim //3M -P""'~ !. (8) ' ,., ,, = ~ = ~,:.• O~ .D""' I R 

. at the hingepoint. 

Before determining other characteris
tics of the optical locus, it is convenien 
to find the focal length, p of the Locus
Generating Paraboloid (LGP). This length, 
together with the s unit vector determine 
the LGP surface as shown in Fig. 6. Now 
consider the plane containing unit vectors 
sand t; since. this plane contains the 
axis of LGP, its intersection with LGP 
must be the parabola which generated LGP, 
namely, 

'·--- ---- -------·-------------------'--' 
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where q,s are coordinates in this plane 
parallel and perpendicular to s respective• 
ly. Since the hingepoint lies on both the 
t vector and on· the optical locus which 
the LGP generates, it lies on the parabola 
and must be equidistant from the focal 
point and the directrix of the parabola. 
Since the distance between the directrix 
and th~ q axis is p, this equality and 
equation (9.). yield 

·P == CT/2) (1 + t•s> po) 

I 
I 
!that the intersection of this plane and 
lthe LGP is a circle having a radius given 
/by q in _ eg. (9). Note also that the 
!vertical leg of a triangle in Fig. 9 is 
lthe value of q previously determined from 
1eq. {11). Noting it to be a right tri
iangle and substituting equation (13)·, 

j b • ;P [sec2 ~ - {H/p) sec~ 8s} 1/~ · (14) 

; 

!Pig. 9 ··· A. plane 
1normal to the LGP 
· axis ..bisecting 2a 

which serves to determine p since both T ·t 
and the dot product (the direction cosine 
between two known unit vectors) are known •. l 

Now cpnsider the vertical axial plane 
shown in Fig. 8. Since this plane .also 
contains i, eq. (9) also applies to its 
LG1? intersection. Its intersection with i 
the horizontal plane is given by. the func::-- j 
tion of slope and intercept given .in - l 

t•: Fig. 8. Note that these intersections . I 
(lines} meet at two points; let 2a repre- i 

f 

• sent the distance between these two. : ~ • 1 
points. Solving simultaneously the. two j 
equations shown in Fig. 8, , - ~.The optical tracking requir~ents of ¼ iech beaiq can be summarized as follows: 
q/p • .2 tan 8.s ± 2[sec2 t\•(H/pl sec8~ I · 

(1l): l . {a) The be,a,ll, which is horizontal (and 

!'ig. 8 The 
vertical axial 
plane showing 
two surface 
intersection 
l.iaes 

s 

Let .Aq-represent the difference be
tween the above pl.us and minus values and 
let 4 s represent a corresponding s di£
ference. Since· these·are perpendicular, 

' ~ 
a • :.2p fi1+4tan2 ~) (sec26's-H p-1sec IU iJ

2
) 

• Likewise, oonsider the plane of Pig 9, 
a plane normal to the LGP axis bisecting 
the 2a length of the horizontal plane ~ 
intersection. In terms of the coordinates 
of Pig. 8,. the midpoint is located by 
dropping the second term of equation {11) .. 
Substituting the resulting q in the hori
zontal plane flltersection equation,. 

a• 2p tan2 8s- H sec 8,5 + p (13) 

Xn 0th.er .words, using th.e coordinates 
shown in Fig. 8,. eq. (13) represents the 
transverse plane shown in Fig. 9. Note 

4 

· !of length 2S) has a fixed vertical-axis · 
.fhinge at its midpoint where its elastic 
:.centerline has the azimuth angle /.J,, + 1"'/~. 
j 

! (b) This ela.Stic centerline coincides 
iwith th,{ optical .l.ocus whiclt is an arc of 
;an ellipse .having axial diameters 2a, 2b. 

1c) The .. azimuth angu .of the. axi• of the 
ellipseis_f.?s.• 

Eqs~ 'l1) to (14) have defined the op
tical locus as an ellipse which is a func
tion of A,o lJ?. The left half of Fig. 10 ! 
illustrates a family of "crossbow" beams / 
determined in this way for the case where I 
8$ is 45 degrees. The right half of 1 
Fig. 10 is a corresponding family ~f iso- l 
tilt (constant ~i~vation angle) lines from! 
the Riaz stUd.y < ) of continuum of mirror 1 
fields for the same parameter values. . 

-io- Pa,_.,.... __ _ 
. I 
tsO-TILT LINES 

1 Fig. 10 Loci {solid) and iso-ti 
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VI. Implementing Azimuth Control 

One of the main purposes for seeking 
.to develop the flexed beam (crossbow) type 
of heliostat is to achieve a reduction in 
azimuth channel costs by requiring fewer 
and simpler servo drives. To achieve this, 
a key step is replacing the elliptical op
tical locus with a .curve which is more 
adaptable to a mechanically centralized 
implementation. An attractive candidate 
for this is the finite power series, 

y = A (x+x1 ) 2 + B (x+x2 ) 3 + ••• +k(x+xz)z+
11 

(1 S); 
which uses coordinates that involve a 
tangent to the ellipse shown in Fig. 11. 
The ellipse is defined by eqs. (12) and 
(14) and by the point of tangency from 
eq. (3). With this definition, no first 
power of x in eq. (15) can exist. 

Fig. 11 
The complete 
ellipse repre
sented by the 
optical locus 

Alternatively, the second power term can 
be a circular function. For large cross
bow beams, more terms must be retained. 
For the small beam shown in Fig. 3, only 

,the following was used: 

y = A(1 - f 1-(x/A)
211/.2]+ Bfx-c]3 (16) 

where c is a function of /3s in accord
ance with Fig. 11. In other words, the 
sum of a circular arc and part of a cubi
cal parabola are used to curvefit the 
desired elliptical arc. Note.that this 
sum is a curve which resembles a spiral •. 

The following simplifying assumptions 
are useful in estimating the curvefitting 
accuracy of this so-called spiral to part 
of the ellipse (the part with length 2S): 

(1) For any sun position, mean slope 
error over any beam semilength Sis the 
average of two values of 2~y/S where ~y 
is the difference between eq. (16) and the 
ellipse of Fig. 11 at the midpoint of each 
semilength. 

(2) The effect of the offset distance c 
can be considered simply by means of a 
linear interpolation between values of 0 
and 1- for the ratio c/S. This is equiva-: 

· lent to interpolating between two special i 
cases of the semicubic spiral, one where it 
. ~-· ~ ··-•----·--------------- ·---·------- ... ~ - ._, _ ___; 

7 
· is forced to become an arc of a circle and · 
one where /3s subtends one semilength S (the 
condition where the corrective effective
ness of the cubical parabola component is 
maximized} .• 

(3) The conditions which determine A and 
B of eq. (16) are that the tips of the beam 
lie on the optical locus and that the 
cosine of /3s is unity. Then 

A = b/ ( 2 a 2 ) ( 17) 

Ba
3
/b = (a/c) 3 [1-f1-(c/a) 2I1/..i_(~/a) 2;2] (18) 

and the two special cases described in the 
preceding paragraph appear in Fig. 12. 

, Averaging between sunrise and sunset 
'(for )I = 35 deg N. and 6 = 0), these ap
proximations yield an average slope error 
of about 4.9 milliradians. This much error 
;is acceptable for very small systems, 
particularly those with outputs under 10 
KWe. For plants where the output is in 
megawatts, average tracking error should be 
no more than one or two milliradians and 
it appears that one additional correcting 
term from eq. (15) will be ~eeded. 

• '"'">'~, 

The main reason for selecting the 
1tracking stategy represented by eq. (15) 
is ease of implementation, i.e. , the ease 
of mechanizing constants A., Band c. The 
semicubical spiral consists-of a cubical 
parabola (having magnitude and offset 
given by Band c, respectively) superim
posed on a circular arc of radius A. A 
uniform beam with a uniform bending mo
ment as shown in Fig. 13 yields constant 
curvature. One hydraulic control with gain 
B simultaneously introduces deformations 
on one leaf of the crossbow leaf spring so 
as to have maximum effect at one end and 
minimum effect at the other. A second hy
draulic control acts to shift this pattern 
according to the value of c. 
' I 

VII. Implementing Elevation Control 

In the elevation angle channels, both 
the opportunities for economy and the dif
£iculties which threaten to increase the 
crossbow system costs have to be considered. 
Among the latter, two are as follows: 

(1) By itself, the crossbow beam has very 
little torsional stiffness. In larger sys
_tems, this requires · all points on the beams 
to have high stiffness with respect to ver
tical deflections and all elevation control 
structural foundations to be built upon the 
telescoping dampers which interconnect at 
least two beams. 

(2) Since the mirrors have no fixed po
sition on. the earth, output angle sensing 
can not be done using fixed optical heads 
_located on the ground near the mirrors. 
They must be clustered around the receiver 
as shown in Fig. 2 • 
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In other words, while rigidity 0 

0 o.t 

The following appear equally important: 

(3) As Fig. 10 shows, crossbow beams can 
be approximated by constant elevation re
quirements. All ten mirrors in Fig. 3 
have the same tilt angles. 

0.7 

(4) Because of the above similarity, no 
shading losses occur by having adjacent 
mirrors almost touching each other. Thus, 
simple shaft-type couplings facilitate one· 
ser~ drive controlling the elevation of a 
number of mirrors, e.g., ten in Fig. 3. 

To the extent that items (3) and (4) 
offset items (1) and (2), the economic 
difference between crossbow heliostat tilt 
·drives and pedestal heliol:ftat · tilt drives 
would be zero. However, this is a rather 
;preliminary conclusion "1t this time as 
:further research could change this. 
I ' . 
i 
,VIII. Wind Response And Area Utilization 

Like the area utilization factor, wind 
response is a separate factor to be con
sidered in an economic evaluation of the 
merits of a heliostat design. In the 
crossbow heliostat, it is expected that 
structural stiffness and frequencies will 
be less than those of pedestal heliostats. 
To cope with yibrations, heavy dampers be
tween adjacent crossbow beams have been 
designed for at least critical dampi~g. 
But even with these dampers, the degrada
tion of ,optical performance as a result of 
wind loads requires some attention. Extra 
storage, hybridization, etc. are examples. 

For installations.in windy areas, the 
combination of crossbow solar plants and 
small windmills are being considered. An 
attractive hybrid plant with 90% solar and 
10% wind capacity can have almost constant 
output.with respect to wind. However, it 
is not yet certain that the crossbow beam 
structure will always be associated with 
vibrations that will cause significant 
performance _ _i:l_egradc;1.ticn~ .. ciue to wind. ___________ , 

. 
oa is always required for suitable wind 

resistance, this rigidity does not 
have to come from the crossbow beam. 
Instead, under certain conditions, 

. it can come from the control system base. 
'Ftg. 14 illustrates the basic principles 
involved in this conclusion by comparing 
the block diagrams of the two heliostats 
using servo analysis techniques (Laplace 

.transforms). The most important criterion 
'for steady wind resistance is the amplitude 
,of output angle per unit of steady change 
of aerodynamic moment load. This crite
rion, dQ/cll-1 in Fig. 14 results from appli
cation of the final value theorem to each 
of the two heliostat transfer functions. 

,In each case, two parameters are involved, 
a structural spring rate Kand a servo 
gain g. If, for the crossbow, Kc is less 
than the corresponding Kp, the effective 
rigidity c~n still be as much as for the 
pedestal by increasing gc above the 9p• · . -

.. value. But it costs something to do this. 

: On the other hand, it costs something 
ito not take advantage of the improved area 
1 effectiveness factor offered by the cross-
bow mirror configuration. This is true 

,because of the characteristic which had 
been observed in Fig. 10: namely, the 
similarity between optical locus lines 

:and lines of constant elevation angles. 

Area effectiveness involves three 
types of losses, namely, sunlight strik-
ing the ground because of too much mirror
to-mirror separation, shadowing because 
of not enough mirror separation, and the 
incidence factor (cosine factor). In 
general, an ideal Fresnel mirror experi
ences only radial shadowing and radial 
and_. tangential incidence factors: however, 
if·' is zero, it experiences no losses 
except radial incidence factor. Consider 
an array of quasi-concentric continuums 
of infinitesimal mirrors as Riaz postu-

. lated to have the same tangential area 
effectiveness characteristics as a Fres
nel mirror. The area effectiveness char

,acteristics of a mathematical model of 
'this typ13rre given in Fig. 8 of a study 
by Riaz • Fig. 13 of that same study 
presents corresponding Houston data for i 

'.array§i -~ithout __ the_:ribbon:)..il5,e __ f_eaJ:u:re~ .• __, 
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' :Fig. 14 Control and wind resistance models 1 f~r pedestal (left) and crossbow heliostats 

,Averaging this data over a 10-hour day, a , 
1 comparison of the two yields a 0.778 ratio~ 

· It is interesting that the paper (3) 
:referred to was followed by a discussion 
in which Dr. Vant-Hull raised the question 

:of the practicability of recovering lost 
area effectiveness by means of an array in 
which Pheliostat locations are continually! 

, changed''. It is still not clear how much 
'of this approximately 22.2% utilization 
difference can be recovered by going from 
a pedestal to a crossbow design or how its 

·importance compares with that of the loss 
in wind resistance by making this change. 
At present, it appears reasonable to as
sume that they just cancel each other. 

IX. Observations And Conclusions 

To anyone accustomed to heliostats re-, 
quiring heavy concrete pedestals and large 1 

expensive gear boxes, the proposition that 
,central receiver mirrors should be placed 
,on beams slender enough to be flexed by 
:means of cables may appear radical. This 
'.feeling soon disappears, however, as the 
;designer encounters pleasant surprises and 
:interesting ways to economize. One of them 
Lis that when a crossbow beam is forced in 
'to its desired shape within a horizontal 
plane, the desired tilt angles of a group 
of adjacent mirrors mounted along this 
beam are approximately equal. In fact, in 
a small plant, as many as ten such mirrors 
can be gang driven by a single large tilt
control servomotor. 

Considering the optical performance of 
:point-focusing heliostats, two factors be
come important, when comparing pedestal and! 
crossbow heliostats, namely, utilization 
of area and degradation due to wind. In a 
small plant, the effects of these two tend 
to cancel each other. Assuming that they 
do, the remaining difference is mainly an 
effect on plant construction costs. 

! 
1 Pig. 15 Pedestal heliostat cost summary 

I • . 
1 Fig. 15 shows a 10-sector breakdown of 
'typical pedestal heliostat costs based on 
an 8-sector breakdown from Sandia Labs. (4) 

.Two of the original sectors are shown as 
being split into two subdivisions, namely, 

1
the cost of drives and the contingency 
fees. The assumptions behind these splits 
are an estimated 2:1 ratio of weight of 
materials required for the two drives and 
a 30% allocation of contingencies for the 
hazards of excavations and earthmoving 
operations in the desert, respectively. 

The unshaded part of Fig. 15 can be 
used to represent the estimated cost of an 
'equivalent crossbow heliostat. Five of 
the original ten sectors are essentially 
:unaffected by this change. The excavation ; 
1contingency is eliminated. By reducing 
:the weight of materials used in the foun
:dation and unfavored (azimuth) drive to 
,less than one third, it is estimated that 
\these costs are halved. A 20% reduction 
.in the other two sectors is assumed due to 
numerous production conveniences made pos
sible by the crossbow design including 
;ease of prefabrication. Based on removing 
the shaded area from Fig. 15, a saving of 
;26.4% of the cost of heliostats results. 
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( AIAA/ASERC Conference and Technical Display 
• on Solar Energy: Technology Status 

Session 1 

--' Central Power_Sy~t':.ms L 
Paper No. 78-1750. 10 Megawatt Solar Central 
Receiver Pilot Plant. R.N. SCHWEINBERG, Depart
ment of Energy, El Monte, Ca., and J.~. RASBAND, 
Southern California Edison Co. , Rosemead, Ca. 

The U.S. Department of Energy has joined with 
the consortium of Southern Ca.lifornia Edison, 
Los Angeles Department of .Water and Power and 
the California Energy Commission in a cooperative 
effort to build and op~rate this nations first 
large scale integratipn of soJ_ar thermal central 
receiver hardware and software into a power 
generating plant whose perfopnance will be 
assessed in a utility context. The 10 megawatt 
pilot plant will be located in the Mojave 
Desert near Barstow, California, and will begin 
operation in 1981. The total cost of the project 
is currently estimated at $123M. 

7 

_J L 
Paper No. 78-1751 External Single Pass to 
Superheat Receiver. G. C. COLEMAN, McDonnell 
Douglas Astronautics Co., Huntington Beach, CA 
and J. M. FRIEFELD, Rocketdyne Division of 
Rockwell International, Canoga Park, CA. 

The McDonnell Douglas/Rocketdyne solar 
receiver design selected by the pepartment of 
Energy for the Nation's first solar power plant 
is described. 

The external, single pass to 1;1upE!rheat. mul
tiple panel concept provides a receiver with 
the light weight and fast thermal response con
sistent with the highly transient nature of 
insolation and the seismic sensitivity of a 
tower-mounted central receiver, Modul~r panel 
assemblies provide the freedom to etze and 
arrange the external receiver into any geometric 
shape required by system analyses for optimum 
central receiver performance and iowest system 
cost. 

7 
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Paper No. 7 8 -1752. Dynamic Computer 

Simulation of the DOE 10 MW-Solar Thermal 
Pilot Plant, K.F. STEFFAN, Software & 
Systems Analysis Subdivision, K, L, 
ZONDERVAN, System Test & Evaluation 
Department, and T. J, CONNOR, Energy & 
Resources Division, The Aerospace 
Corporation, El Segundo, California. 

The Department of Energy has under
taken the construction of a 10 MW Pilot 
Plant based on the principle of solar energy 
conversion. The Plant utilizes tracking 
mirrors and a central receiver to generate 
steam for driving a turbogenerator. The 
performance of this plant is constrained by 
the variability of solar insolation, and this 
introduces important control aspects to the 
operational requirements, To explore these 
aspects, a dynamic simulation of the sub
systems has been developed. Results will 
be presented showing the changes in state 
variables for normal daily startup, and 
mode changes caused by clouds. These 
are the first results published of the ex
pected Barstow Plant performance. 

Del Webb's TowneHouse 
Phoenix, Arizona 
November 27-29, 1978 

' 

Paper No. 78-1753. Alternative Central Rec 
Receiver Solar Power plant Using Salt as a 
Heat Transfer and Storage Medium. 
THOMAS R. TRACEY and JOHN E. MYERS, Martin 
Marietta Aerospace, Denver, Colorado 

A salt cooled central receiver solar 
thennal power plant has been conceptually 
designed. This plant has the capability of 
producing 300 MWe continuously on summer 
solstice in the southwest United States. 
Results of the major optimization trade 
studies are presented. These include North 
Heliostat field Vs. Surrounding Heliostat 
field, cost optimum number of Heliostat 
field modules, Cost optimum plant thermal 
storage size. The yearly performance of 
this power plant has also been determined 
using the 1976 Barstow insolation and the 
resulting cost of electricity for a 30 
year life has been determined. 

7 
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Paper No. 78-1755. Flexed Beams In 
Central Receiver Heliostat Drives. 
W.H. RASER, Solar Program Manager, 
S.C. Plotkin & Assoc., Los Angeles,CA 

7 

Horizontally-flexed beams in the 
form of large leaf springs are con
sidered as a means for supporting 
and steering mirrors in central re
ceiver systems. Their use offers 
not only a reduction in the quantity 
of material required including the 
number of azimuth tracking drives 
needed per heliostat but also a 
shift away from extensive precision 
machining requirements and an im
provement in area effectiveness 
factor. 

Cost, accuracy and tolerated wind 
velocity are closely interrelated 
in this ''crossbow" collect6r as 
they are in pedestal heliostats. 

Session 2 

Solar Healing and Cooling 
_J 
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Paper No. 78-1757. Dynamic Performance Test
ing of a 3 Ton Solar Absorption Chiller. 
JAMES M. FROEMMING and BYARD D. WOOD, Arizona 
State University, and FRANK P. MANCINI, 
Arizona So 1 a r Energy Research Commission. 

A test facility was designed and built to rate 
the performance of ARKLA Industries second 
generation refrigeration unit (#WF-36). This 
facility is capable of rating other comparable 
size heat driven water chillers. A steady 
state perfonnance mapping of the WF-36 was 
completed and compared with ARKLA's published 
data. Cold start-up and one hour cycling 
tests have been performed to determine system 
transients and to verify the reliability of 
the test procedure. 

78-1758 
7 
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Paper No. 78-1759. The Clearview Solar Col
lector System and Associated One and Two 
Stage Evaporative Cooling-Interim Results. 
J.F. PECK, Solar Projects Engineer, and 
H.J. KESSLER, Architectural Designer, 
Environmental Research Laboratory, Univer
sity of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona. 

The ClearView Solar Collector system has 
been developed in response to the need for 
transparent, hot air-type solar collectors 
that can easily be constructed as part of 
the south wall of a residence. Both passive 
(natural-draft) and active (fan-driven) 
forms of ClearView Solar Collectors have 
been devised. Heat is stored either in the 
raass of the house or in a rockbed. Summer 
cooling is accomplished by either ordinary 
evaporative cooling, or the more powerful 
two-stage evaporative cooling. Various 
types of auxiliary heating are used, either 
to heat the daytime occupancy areas of the 
house, or the entire home. Also, some 
forms of the ClearView Solar Collector can 
be retrofitted to many existing homes. 

_J 
Paper No. 78-1760 

Jet Impingement Solar Air Heater 

D.R. Rask, L.J. Mueller and J.H. Pejsa 
Energy Resources Center 

Hone:,iwell, Inc. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

i 

L 

The results of the development of a flat plate 
solar air heater are presented. A unique 
jet impingement concept is used as the absorber 
plate-to-air stream heat transfer mechanism. 
The intention was to increase the efficiency 
of the air heater, over that of a "conventional" 
parallel-plate type, by increasing the absorber 
plate-to-air stream heat transfer coefficient. 
The program objective was to design, fabri
cate, test and evaluate the jet impingement 
concept collector. For comparison, a base
line parallel plate collector was analyzed, 
fabricated and tested. 

7 
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Paper No. 78-1761. The Economic Performance 
of Passive Solar Heating: A Preliminary Anal
~- S.A. NOLL, and FRED ROACH, Los Alamos 
Scientific Laboratory, and S. BEN-DAVID, Uni
versity of New Mexico. 

The economic performance of alternative 
passive solar designs for new homes are eval
uated on a nationwide (state-by-state) basis. 
Emphasis is placed on two generic concepts: 
the thermal storage wall and direct gain. 
Discussion of the methodology briefly reviews 
the architectured design criteria, solar per
formance characteristics, incremental solar 
costs, conventional energy prices, and the 
optimal sizing/feasibility criterion employed 
in the economic Performance analysis. The 
sensitivity of ¥ey parameters are evaluated, 
with differences in economic feasibility pat
terns highlighted. Potential impacts from 
two solar incentive proposals--income tax 
credits and low interest loans--are also ex
amined. Finally, major findings and conclu
sions are summarized. 

i 
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Paper No. 78-1762. Metal Hydride Solar Heat 
Pump and Power System (HYCSOS). R. GORMAN, 
Senior Member of the Technical Staff, and 
P. S. MORITZ, Member of the Technical Staff, 
TRW Energy Systems Planning Division, McLean, 
VA. 

This report presents the design, per
formance and cost of a solar-powered metal 
hydride heat pump and power system for use 
on a residence. This system was first 
conceived of and its feasibility demonstrated 
by Dieter Gruen, et. al., at Argonne National 
Laboratory. The system design, which is 
limited by heat transfer, was optimized via 
an iterative computer program. The system, 
using high temperature solar collector input 
at 210°F to 280°F, provides heating with a 
COP of approximately 1. 7, cooling with a COP 
of approximately . 6, and electrical power 
during spring and fall, all for a cost 
comparable to a solar absorption cooler. 

7 
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_J Photovoltaics 

Paper No. 73-1763 Photovoltaic Overview. 
M. B. Prince, Chief, Silicon Technology 
Programs Branch, Department of Energy, 
Washington, 0. C. 

The l,ational Photovoltaic Program, under 
the Department of Energy sponsorship, is 
supporting work ranging from fundamental 
studies of materials for solar cells thru 
component development, systems analysis, 
tests and applications to market develop
ments, and co~rcializatioo, SiQc.e the 
other speakers in this session will be 
covering systems applications and engineer
ing and commercialization aspects of 
Photovoltaics, this paper will be devoted 
primarily to the status of the component 
development activities and briefly re-
view the status of the thin-film research 
and development activities. 
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Paper No. 78-1766 A Venture Analysis of a 
Proposed Federal Photovoltaic 8-Year Procure
ment Initiative. DENNIS R. COSTELLO, Branch 
Chief, Solar Energy Research Institute, 
Golden, CO. 

The results of the SERI Photovoltaic Venture 
Analysis are presented. The objective of 
the study, government programs under investi
gation, and a brief review of the approach 
are presented. Potenti a 1 markets for photo
voltaic systems relevant to the study are 
described. The response of the photovoltaic 
supply industry is then considered. A model 
also calculates over time was developed. 
This model which integrates the supply and 
demand characteristics of photovo lta i cs over 
time was developed. This model also calcu-
1 ates the economic -benefits associated with 
various government subsidy programs. Results 
are derived under alternative possible supply, 
demand, and macroeconomic conditions. A 
probabilistic analysis of the costs and bene
fits of a 5380 million federal photovoltaic 
procurement initiative, as well as certain 
alternative strategies, is summarized. 

7 i 
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Paper No. 78-1767. Pennies a Day -
Financing Early Deployment of Photovoltaic 
Utility Applications Through a User Subsidy. 
E. Siegel, Staff Engineer, The Aerospace 
Corporation, El Segundo, CA. 

A preliminary analysis ha.5 been corr,pleted 
of the user subsidy required to permit photo-
voltaic systems to .substitute for new coal plants 
or to replace existing oil plants in utility central 
station applications. It was found that relatively 
small increases in annual electric bills ($10-25 
a year for typical residential customers) would 
allow a significant national or regional deploy
ment of photovoltaic systems ever >-he 1986-2000 
tirr1e period even if the cost of coal or oil does 
not increase any rriore rapidly than the annual 
rate of inflation. 
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Paper No. 78-1768. NASA Lewis Research 
Center Photovoltaic Application Experiments. 
A. RATAJCZAK, Head, Application Engineering 
Section; W. BIFANO, Manager, Village Power; 
J. MARTZ, Aerospace Engineer; and 
P. O'DONNELL, Physicist 

The NASA-Lewis Research Center has in
stalled 16 geographically dispersed terres
trial photovoltaic systems as part of the 
DOE National Photovoltaic Program. Three 
additional experiments are in progress. 
Currently, operating systems are powering 
refrigerators, a highway warning sign, 
forest lookout towers, remote weather sta
tions, a water chiller and insect survey 
traps. Experiments in progress include the 
world I s first village power system, an air 
pollution monitor and seismic sensors. 
Under a separate activity, funded by the 
U.S. Agency for International Development, a 
PV-powered water pump and grain grinder is 
being prepared for an African village. Sys
tem descriptions and status are included in 
this report. 
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~-J Dispersed Systems L 
Paper No. 78-1770. Dispersed Power 
Systems and Total Energy. V. L. 
DUGAN, Manager, Solar Projects Depart
ment, Sandia Laboratories, Albuquer
que, New Mexico. 

The variations of solar systems 
being considered for dispersed appli
cations are defined and their rela
tive benefits and costs are examined. 
Also, the role and benefits of total 
energy systems in dispersed applica
tions are discussed. 

Although dispersed solar power 
systems offer large stored energy 
multiplication factors, they exhibit 
a large materials and land dependency. 
This underlines the impo5tance of 
reducing the mass per ft of aperture, 
using most plentiful and available 
materials, and planning on a recy
cling materials use strategy. 
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Paper No. 78-1771. Solar Thermal Power 
Systems Point-Focusing Distributed Receiver 
(PFDR) Technology: A Project Description. 
J. W. LUCAS, PFDR Technology Project Manager, 
and E. J. ROSCHKE, PFDR Technology Project 
Systems Manager, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
Pasadena, California. 

The goal of the Project is to support the 
industrial development of PFDR technology 
that will provide favorable life-cycle costs 
per unit of electrical or thermal energy 
produced. The technology will be made avail
able in the early 1980's for applications 
project experiments. PFDR systems utilize 
concentrator dishes to furnish energy to 
their own individual receivers and power 
conversion subsystems. Initial effort is 
with steam Rankine and gas Brayton cycles. 
Periodic assessments will be ma.de to confirm 
or change the cycles initially selected. 
Subsystems will be designe<l, fabricated and 
tested together •in modules as appropriate. 

_J 
Paper No. 78--1772. /',dvanc?.d Point Focusing 
Solar Concentrator Pevelopment. M.A. ADAMS 
and R.O. HUGHES, 11embers of the Technical 
Staff, Jet Propulsion LalJoratory, Pasadena, 
CA. 

Design activities in the DOE defined 
Advanced Point Focusing Solar Concentrator 
Development task have addressed the areas of 
optical design, structural and mechanisms 
design, tracking and control, low lost 
materials, manufacturing techniques and com
parative costing and performance evaluation. 
A major objective of this task is to provide 
new concepts/technical knowledge which can 
be used to accelerate the commercialization 
of such systems. A cost target of $10-15 
per square foot for the concentrator system 
has been chosen. Glass mirrors with a 
cellular glass ~ackUp appears to he the most 
promising candidate for the reflective 
surf ace/ structure. 
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Paper No. 78-1773, Future Solar Total 
Energy Markets for the U.S. Industrial 
Sector. L. R. BUSH. Manager, Total 
Energy Systems, and P. K. MUNJAL, Staff 
Engineer, The Aerospace Corporation, El 
Segundo, Ca. 

A computerized market penetration model 
has been developed to forecast commercial
ization of solar total energy systems in the 
U. S, industrial sector. The model makes 
use of performance relationships developed 
through extensive computer simulation which 
define solar system economics and energy 
displacement by fuel type as functions of in
dustrial application characteristics (thermal
to-electric ratio, phasing, size). solar inso
lation and price of competing fuels. Results 
are presented for 140 industries, 50 states, 
and 7 time periods from 1985 thru 2015. 
Aggregated national totals indicate that con
siderable fuel displacement can be achieved 
by 1990, and even earlier if government 
incentives are employed. 

' 
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Paper No, 78-1774. Optimum Selection of a 
Wind Turbine Generator System. J.K. SHULTIS, 
L.A. POCH, and N.D. ECKHOFF, Dept. Nucl. Engg. 
Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506. 

A method is described for the selection of 
the optimum size (i.e., rated power and speed) 
for a wind turbine generating system (WTGS) 
such that, for given wind speed conditions and 
for given demand power requirements, the 
annual economic savings are maximized by using 
the WTGS compared to purchasing all power from 
a utility. No storage of excess generated 
electricity is considered and any demand in 
excess of· that generated by the WTGS is 
assumed to be supplied by the utility grid. 
The economic saving realized with the optimum 
sized WTGS is examined for various problem 
variables such as the degree of variability 
in the wind speed and in the demand load 
throughout the day and from season to season. 

L 
Paper No. 78-1775. Design of a Second

Generation Concentrating Tracking Solar 
Collector. Roy W. Miller, William D. 
Antrim, and Martin J. Pltasi, American 
Science and Engineering, Inc. , Cambridge 
Ma. 

A concentrating solar energy collector has 
been designed with emphasis on improving 
performance and reducing production unit 
cost, The collector is a second-generation 
system; in that, it makes maximum use of 
data and experience gained by AS&E through 
development of three previous solar collectors. 
The collector uses parabolic mirror concentra
tors in conjunction with cylindrical blackbody 
receivers. Concentration ratio is approximately 
ten-to-one and the design is for high temperature 
(120°C) output. The elevation tracking system 
employs photo-transistor sensors with position 
feedback used to drive the mlrror concentrators. 
Predicted performance data Is provided together 
with details of the improved des lgn. 
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Paper No. 78-1776. Preliminary Design of 
Solar Total Energy - Large Scale Experiment 
at Shenandoah, Georgia. E. H. ERNST, Manager 
Energy Eng__;,neering, General Electric Company, 
Valley Forge, Pa. 

The U.S. Department of Energy, with Sandia 
Laboratories providing technical support and 
technical project management, is developing 
a Solar Total Energy-Large Scale Experiment 
at Shenandoah, Georgia. The application is a 
42,000 square foot knitware plant which re
ceives knit material in dyed and finished 
form, cuts, sews, presses, packages, and 
ships high-quality knitware. The plant's 
total ener:;y requirements will be supplied, 
in large p,irt, by the Solar Total Energy 
System. 

A prelimi1rnry design of the Solar Total Energy 
System (STES) for the U.S. Department of 
Energy's Large Scale Experiment at Shenandcah, 
Georgia, has been developed, defined, and 
evaluated. This STES supplies electric 
power; process steam; and hot water for space 
heating, cooling (via an absorption air condi
tioner), and plant hot water requirements. 
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Paper No. 78-1779. A Hybrid Thermochemical 
Hydrogen Production Cycle Using Solar Energy 
Process Heat. J.R. DAFLER, Manager, Alterna
tive Fuels Production Research, S.E. FOH, 
Supervisor, Thermochemical Hydrogen Research, 
and J.D. SCHREIBER, Associate Chemical Engineer, 
Institute of Gas Technology, Chicago, IL. 

7 

Thermochemical hydrogen production is a 
laboratory proved concept and the subject of 
continuing research in the United States and 
Europe. For the process heat source generally 
assumed (HTR's) the limiting, Second Law Effi
ciency is about 69%, while for solar high 
temperature concentrators this limitation may 
go as high as 86%. The hybrid copper oxide
copper sulfate cycle, under development at 
IGT uses a very high temperature endothermic 
process and appears to be very attractive 
from the point of view of process separations 
and process materials requirementF. A base
case flowsheet efficiency of 37 .1% has been 
calculated. 
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Paper No. 78-1781. Liquid Fuels from 
Biomass. JAMES L. KUESTER, Professor 
of Engineering, Arizona State University, 
Tempe, Arizona. 

A project is described which is concerned 
with the conversion of cellulosic type mate
rial to storable, liquid fuels and chemical 
feedstocks. Possible sources of the cellu
losic material include municipal refuse, 
agricultural, forest and sea sources. The 
research scale conversion system consists of 
a thermal gasification system {pyrolysis) 
and gasoline synthesis system. Possible 
products include fuels similar to diesel or 
jet fuel and a high octane gasoline suitable 
for internal combustion engines. The paper 
will characterize the feedstock candidates, 
describe the experimental system, present 
product analvsis and discuss projected 
economics. 
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Paper No. 78-1782. Controlled Environment 
systems For The Production Of Aquatic 
Vascular Plant Biomass For Conversion To 
Liquid and Gaseous Fuels. J.M. PHILLIPS, 
Research Associate, Environmental Research 
Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, 
Arizona, 85706. 

One innovative ·approach to the production 
of biomass for conversion to fuels currently 
under study in Arizona is the production of 
aquatic vascular plants, such as the water 
hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes (Mart) Solm), 
in controlled environment systems. Production 
advantages of controlled systems are outlined. 
Information is presented on optimum mineral 
nutrient levels for maximum production of 
biomass. Results of carbon dioxide enrich
me:nt studies are reviewed, and an analysis 
of possible subsystems for economic enhance
ment of controlled environment biomass 
production are discussed .. 
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I. Introduction 

A. Overall Energy Problems 

While it can be debated how long petroleum and coal are going to last 
us, there is no argument that such energy sources are going to be exhausted 
some time in the foreseeable future. When that happens, there will have to 
have been developed a series of alternate energy systems which will not only 
generate the energy required but also be reasonably economic. Experience 
thus far has indicated that development of such systems does not tend to 
produce energy anywhere near the cost we are presently accustomed to. 

It is no accident that almost all alternate energy techniques simply 
cost too much. Energy sources like direct solar, wind, etc. ar~ distributed 
in nature as compared with petroleum or coal. A gas-flame generates a large 
quantity of heat in a small volume. Therefore, it is relatively easy to 
enclose such an energy source, even being a little sloppy with regards to 
heat leaks, and obtain power in a useful form at a relatively low price, 
i.e. little work or effort on our part. 

Distributed energy systems, because their energy is spread out, 
require large quantities of equipment which is also spread out in order to 
capture the energy available. It makes no difference whether we address 
ourselves to fuel crops for alcohol, direct solar for heat and/or electri
city, wind, or ocean movement. They all present the same fundamental 
general problem, too much hardware spread out over too large an area. 
Faced with this basic overall dilemma, it is apparent that the cleverest 
of engineering concepts and ideas a.re required in order to reduce the 
cost of final output power from these alternate energy systems. 

' 
Another basic aspect of our future energy problems will be the fact 

that it will probably not be profitable or economic to rely on any one 
technique or one type of alternate energy system. Each area of the United 
States has on.e or more indigenous energy sources which would be beneficial 
to utilize. There is the Bay of Fundi in the Atlantic North East, large 
ocean currents off Florida, large ocean thermal gradients in the Gulf, 
geothennal sources in the Southwest, and wood in the Pacific Northwest -
just to mention a few examples. 

B. Solar Energy Aspects 

Of all the various alternate energy sources, direct solar energy is 
probably the most universally available. It 'has, therefore, been our 
conclusion that one very important area for worthwhile concerted engineer
ing effort would be in the area of electric generation from direct solar 
incidence. Electric generation is emphasized because this is the most 
difficult energy form to obtain from alternate sources. Electricity is 
sometimes termed "high quality" energy as compared with II lower quality" 
energy like low temperature heat. 

l 
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There are basically two ways for obtaining electricity from direct 
solar energy, photovoltaic cells and solar thennal conversion .• In 
either approach a large area is required to collect the sun's energy. 
Photovoltaic cells tend to operate at relatively low efficiency. 
Additionally, they require a significant amount of energy in the growing 
of the silicon crystals. Both approaches require fabrication materials· 
and energy for assembly. It is our contention that energy concentration 
techniques can provide increases in thermal efficiency which more than 
compensates for the decrease in area utilization. Thus, in the end, we 
believe that solar thermal conversion will probably prove to be the more 
useful of the two approaches. 

II. Basic Aspects of Very Large Systems 

One of the most important differences between exceptionally large 
electric generating systems as ,compared to smaller systems is the pre
clusion of cogeneration techniques. Waste heat from a very large system 
is generally large hut'' relatively remote from urban centers that the 
usual cogeneration techniques of waste heat utilization in the form of 
hot water or hot air cannot be emplbyed . .; ,J-c:, 

Therefore, the economic factors become all the more important 
because there is only the small thermal effic,iency fraction of the 
total incident energy which is useful. Additionally, the cost must be 
in line, more or less, with the conventional energy cost from petroleum 
and coal sources. Thus- the engineering pressures to develope more 
effective techniques are even greater with the very large systems because 
they have not the flexibility of the smaller ones. 

The very large systems also have increased distribution, or long
line costs. This is, or course, forced on the system by the remote 
location dictated by the large land area requirements. 

Advantages of the very large systems are well known, particularly 
of large steam turbines and need not be enumerated here at any great 
length. Economy of size coupled with higher op~rating temperatures with 
concommitant higher thermal efficiency can more than offset the long line 
costs. Electric generation system management, if performed for a large 
area, must rely on a relatively small number of large-'. generating units 
to be practical. These aspects primarily make the development of. large 
systems almost essential. 

III. Power Tower Development 

Eventually there will have to be an economic comparison of photo
voltaics and solar thermal conversion. It would be premature to conclude 
which will prove best for specific applications. At present, as mentioned 
above, all systems are too costly. Concerted efforts at cost reduction 
requires innovative concepts for at least the most costly subsystems. 

An economic breakdown of power tower subsystems reveals that approx
imately 60% of the total cost is required by the heliostat subsystem. 
This large a percentage of the total for one particular subsystem means 
that in the final analysis, any significant overall cost reduction must 

2 
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include a substantial cost reduction of the heliostat subsystem. 
in receiver or generation technology, while important and not to 
cannot have much effect on overall power tower economics without 
heliostat breakthroughs. 

Breakthroughs 
be minimized, 
conconnnitant 

It is this heliostat subsystem that is addressed in this proposal. One 
very fundamental reason for the normal heliostats1 costing so much is that 
they entail very large and heavy pedestals for each mirror. As long as 
such massive foundations are required, it makes little difference what the 
techniques are, because the cost will be high. Mass produced equipment 
from nonstrategic materials costs a certain number of dollars per pound, 
in general if no high technology operations are involved. In the old 
days, automobiles were about $1/lb. A 2000 pound vehicle used to cost 
{retail) about $2000. Today such costs have risen to about $~/lb. These 
numbers apply to mass produced items involving no exceptionally high cost 
manufacturing equipment or techniques. 

It is not intended that we relate automobile manufacturing directly 
with solar thermal conversion power towers. However, the relative mass 
production aspects are applicable. One of the best, if not the only, 
basic approach toward heliostat cost reduction is weight reduction. 
While this is easy to say, it is not so easy to accomplish when one con
siders the potential accuracy requirements for wind environments. There 
is also an additional consideration, -- namely, "what is 
the most economical system obtainable from trading pointing accuracy 
loss for lighter, cheaper structures'l" 

Substantial economic savings can be accomplished by reducing the 
overall heliostat weight a vety large amount. Additional secondary 
savings can be accomplished by minimizing the control mechanism required. 
Ganging mirrors together allows them to be controlled together. However, 
the major innovation to be developed here is the mirror mechanics. Any 
cost reduction facilitated by less expensive mirror fabrication techniques 
would be the same for any power tower design, not just the crossbow. 

Large power towers have been termed "gold plated turkeys'' by one 
prominent government official. Presumably, the implication is that the 
cost of output power from a commercial version would .be prohibitive. If 
we consider that one commercially available small (7 .5 Kw) solar thermal 
conversion unit. sells retail in sing.le units for $4/watt. it is apparent 
that the goyernment official has a very incorrect view of the future of 
such electric generation units. With development of the crossbow helio
stat control system, a final power output cost should be no more than $3/. 
watt, at todays prices. This value does not seem to be very much larger;·· 
if at all, than the present cost of nuclear power which is $1.60/watt 
capital cost plus fuel costs, maintenance {which includes down time that 
has averaged 40% in the past), deconnnisioning costs, and waste disposal 
costs. Comparison with clean burning coal would be relatively favorable 
also considering the $1.25/watt capital cost for a clean burning plant 
plus slag disposal costs, future fuel cost increases caused by more 
stringent air pollution requirements as well as the fuel costs themselves, 
and finally the increased cost of coal because of increases in mine safety 
requirements. 
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IV. Crossbow Control Concept 

The crossbow heliostat control system, conceived by William H. Raser 
and contained in U.S. Patent ASN 747.561, is described in detail in 
Appendix A. As explained above, only a reduction of weight and components 
can reduce the overall cost of the heliostat subsystem. The Raser approach 
is to gang a row of heliostats together on.a large flexed beam and control 
them as a unit without heavy pedestals for each assembly. Thus the.name 
"crossbow", because the beam and elongated support trusswork have the 
appearance of an ancient crossbow. The-beam is-flexed to approximate 
an arc of an ellipse during the day to facilit~te th_e mirror tracking 
0f the suu. 

This concept requires that the ground surface be flat and must be 
geologically stable. By connecting all the mirrors in each row together, 
considerable rigidity is obtained. One large motor varies the elevation 
of the mirrors together, while small inexpensive vernier motors make small 
incremental changes. The entire subsystem will be substantially lighter 
than the competing pedestal subsystem and will employ fewer components. 

4 

This is an oversimplified explanation, but the general concept is to 
minimize structure weight and repetitive CO/ltrol elements, thus facilitating 
significant cost reductions. 

There will also be a certain increase in number of possible 
applications because of the reduced weight. It would appear that solar 
thennal systems have been automatically denied consideration in a number 
of potential applications just because they tend to be too heavy for the 
supporting structures involved. Thus it is contemplated that the crossbow 
heliostat technique will facilitate an increase use of the solar the~al 
power tower systems. 

v. Crossbow Development Program 

The purpose of this development program is to fabricate a 6 KW solar 
power plant having characteristics which lend themselves to an experimental 
study of the economic benefits of advanced concepts such as extended 
implementation of wind loads management. Such a plant employs horizontal 
reflector support structure, i.e., Crossbow Heliostats. This development 
can be conveniently split into three 0pha~es, as follows:·· ~- ' ' 

/, \ \ ' C, / 

A. Experimental Studies Usi.ng the 60_W Table Model 

The purpose of this phase is to determine the optimum number of control 
channels (heliostat tracking motors) to be used in the 6 KW plant consider
ing both optical performance and cost. If optical performance were the 
only consideration, the optimum number of channel motors per reflector would 
be two, as in the case of pedestal heliostats. If reflectors are installed 
on·a horizontal crossbow beam, fewer than two motor;:s per reflector are 
needed. Figures 1 to 4 show the 60 W model with three crossbows containing 
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Figure 1. 60 Watt Crossbow Power Tower 



- - -

__ , ___ J _ _J 
Fig. 2 Oblique View df 60w System Fig. 3 Side View (note mirror curvature) 

a, 

Fig. 4 Rear View (note motor partially visible) 
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a total of 20 reflectors and 12 control motors. In this mode 1, as we 11 as 
for the 6 KW plant, the optimum number is believed to be one of the three 
combinations listed in Table 1, namely 12, 15 or 18 (corresponding to 4, 
5 or 6 motors per crossbow). 

The tasks involved in Phase A are as follows: 

l. Calibrate the output from the 60 W Model for a precise input. The 
model consists of controlled (but not yet automatically controlled} 
tracking reflectors, a Stirling heat engine receiver, and a DC 
motor-generator driven by the engine. For a precise power input 
to the engine, a 500-watt electrical heating element is used at 
the end of the engine in place of the radiation energy. The 
calibration establishes the steady-state constant of proportion
ality between input power to the heating element and the watt
meter-measured power going from the generator to the electrical 
load. It also should establish some measure of the deviation 
which is unavoidable due to temperature, friction, etc. 

2. Extend the calibration to obtain the engine transfer function; 
i.e., determine the time constant or constants associate~ with 
thermal inertia. This can be measured for input power waveforms 
in the form of a pulse by use of a two-channel record:ing device 
such as a strip chart recorder. These time constants will be used 
to verify that later sections of tAis phase can be accomplished 
satisfactorily using constant velocity tracking drives. 

3. Extend the calibration to determine the effect of wind on both 
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of the above relationships. From this data, a measurement procedure 
can be developed which yields a generalized efficiency or Figure 
of Merit (FM). 

4. Develop procedure whereby FM can be measured for the case where 
some radiation is concentrated (in place of the electric heating) 
using a single crossbow. In some cases, it may be desirable to 
use outside power to overcome engine friction by running some 
electrical power into the"motor-or-generator machine to drive the 
engine and by observing changes in wattnieter readings. This 
procedure applies to only one crossbow at a time; therefore, in 
accordance with Table l, the number of control motors involved 
is just 3, 4, 5 or 6. These motors are pulsed stepping motors of 
which two function as photo-optically-controlled digitally
operated position servo motors and up to four are driven by 
manually-controlled variable-frequency pulse generators to run 
at constant but adjustable speed. These two types are designated 
as closed-loop (CL) and open-loop (OL) types respe~tively in 
Table 1. Using a sequence from left to right in Table 2, the 
four columns of symbols represent the four steps of this procedure 
which results in up to 6 motors operating simultaneously for each 
crossbow. 
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5. Using the above procedure, of manually optimizing one lllOtor at a 
time in four steps, detennine the maximum efficiency ot figure-of
merit during each of the last three steps. 

6. By a combination of weighing some of the equipment used and of 
appropriate scaling, obtain estimates of the total weight of the 
crossbows with 4, 5, and 6 motors each. Using maximum thermal 
input power of 95 watts per sq. ft. times 5.3 sq. ft. of 
reflecting surface for this model and using 88 cents per pound 
of material as used in page 1-3 of Reference 3, compute the 
following ratio 

Outeut P.~ = 572.2 (efficiency ratio)/weight, lbs. Dollar cost 

for each of the three above control configurations. 

7. Investigate possible additional factors to be considered in 
choosing between 4, 5 and 6 control motors per heliostat (12, 
15 or 18 control channels for the 20-reflector system). 

8. Using items 6 and 7, select the number of motors to optimize 
the ratio of power to cost. 

9. Report the results of this experimental study. 

Table l. Sequential plan for experimental control optimization 

number of motors used per crossbow beam 

Channel of control 3 4 5 6 
-------"-··~-~---·----·-·-·---- --·-................. --·-·--·-··~-... ~ .. -•,,- - ,,,_, _______ _,.,,,,~ ........... ,-~------~- .... ~.... -------

Azimuth at the center 

Mean elevation 

Differen~ial __ elevation 

Mean beam curvature 

Elevation at the center 

Differential curvature 

CL 

CL 

MA 

F 

CL 

CL 

oL· 

MA 

CL 

CL 

OL 

OL 

MA 

CL 

CL 

OL 

OL 

OL 

MA 

Symbols: CL= closed loop, F = fixed, MA= manual adjust, OL = open loop 
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B. Tracking Control System 

Introduction 

The crossbow concentrator system is a "thin" reflector field 
designed to make most effective use of a few movable mirrors. The system 
is most effective in a design which employs simple control concepts wlth 
correspondingly few active components. 

An outline of an effective control procedure follows: 

1. The crossbow assembly will be positioned so that the center mirror 
of the assembly is opposite the sun from the receiver tower, and 
so that it is always the same distance from the tower. 

2. The mirror assembly for each beam will have a counnon elevation 
setting so that only one elevation servo will be required. The 
mirror mounts will be counterbalanced so that no static twisting 
of the crossbow beam will occur. 

3. The crossbow beam will have a section shaped to produce a bent 
shape consistent with the constraints of having a co,mmon elevation 
angle for dl the mirrors and having azimuth angles for each such 
that the normal to the mirror su-rface bisects the angle formed by 
lines to the sun and to the receiver tower center. 

Constraints {l) and (2) allow use of a simple sensor arrangement for 
driving the center truck positioning servo and the beam elevation servo. 

9 

The truck servo position error signal can be obtained by differencing the 
outputs from matched photodiodes attached to opposite sides of a flat 
vertical plate aligned between center mirror and receiver tower; that is, 
hard mounted to the center mirror truck. The elevation servo error signal )' 
may similarly be developed by differencing the outputs of di-0des mounted 
to opposite sides of a flat plate containing a horizontal line and a line 
from the sensor mount to the receiver tower center. This plate will be 
mounted on a stub attached to the center mirror truck. It will, further
more, be shielded from direct sunlight and mounted so as to receive 
reflected sunlight from the mirror. 

A center mirror elevation angle transducer will be required to 
produce input signal to:afunction generator which will control crossbow 
cable winch tension. With the control scheme described, the required 
tension will be a function only of the common mirror elevation angle. 

All three of the required control servos will function continuously. 
As the sun moves across the sky, the mirror assembly will move J!!2_U_AQ.._the. 
tower to its most advantageous location and the mirror beam will rotate 
~~~d bend to direct the reflected sunlight onto the receiver. 
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Aiming 

The design and development of an effective crossbow heliostat 
pointing control system involves a number of tradeoff studies and 
decisions. 

Azimuth 

First, the bow cable control interacts with the bow shape to yield 
.a simpler control system as the structure is made more complicated and 
expensiv~ The ideal solar reflector structure is a paraboloid of 
revolution whose axis is the sun-tower line of sight. lbe intersection 
of this ideal reflector with the plane of the crossbow is an ellipse. 
Thus, deforming the bow to the shape of an ellipse will produce a set 
of mounting axes having the right azimuth direction for ~mall mirrors 
which are "elements" of the paraboloid. 

Elevation 

Unfortunately, the elevation angle for .. these. elements changes 
continuous·ly along the ellipse. The curve of constant mirror elevation 
angles·is a function of tower elevation and solar elevation angles. 
These curves lie near the "proper azimuth" ellipses only for limited 
crossbow lengths and only for certain combinations of crossbow center 
to receiver tower range and solar elevation angle. The elevation control 
is obviously greatly simplified along an t1i.lS:o-tilt 11 line, but, as shown 
in Figure 5, a compromise is necessary between elevation control simpli
city and aiming accuracy. 

Single Bow vs. Field 

If a II fie Id'' of crossbows is employed as mirror mounts, the bow center 
t9 receiver range is lost as a degree-of-freedom and differential elevation 
control of the mirrors along the bow will be required. Minimizing both 
shadowing and beam twist then become competing structural and control 
goals. 

Bow Shape 

10 

The elliptical ideal azimuth mounting curve is not assumed by a uniform 
"collapsed" beam bent by a cable attached to its ends. For small deflections> 
the actual curve is nearly a sinusoid with chord (cable length) equal to the 
"critical" column length 

1 
er 

where 

E = Young's modulus for beam material 

I= area moment of beam about a transverse axis through its center 

T = cable tension 
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Various Sun Elevation Angles 

~ .~ ...... , .... ,., . - ,., _ _.," •" 

- Tower height== O.lxminimum tower-mirror 
spacing 

·~Receiver Tower Position 

-·· .> • "-.,. ·-,, 

~ -L ..... .J . .... J __ _1 ___ 1 __ j_ ____ L_l ___ .. __ 1 __ ..... 

FIGURE 5 Constant Mirror Elevation Angles 

............ 
·-·•-., ..... 

- ... ,.,1,.., 

. __ ,L __ ,J ___ l.~-- .. ...l.--~-1' 
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By making the beam section variable we can produce an elliptical curve 
for one tension value, but not for others. A tradeoff is required to define 
most cost effective beam shape as shaping operations or built-up structure 
allow better mirror average aim. 

Closed-Loop vs Open Loop Direction 

The purpose of the aiming control system is to place the center of the 
sun's image from every mirror on the center of the solar tower receiver area. 
Two techniques for developing signals for the position motors are attractive 
for different reasons and for various circumstances. 

Open-Loop 

In the open-loop control technique, the aiming coordinates (angles) 
are continuously computed for each mirror (or group of ganged mirrors) and 
the actual aim, as indicated by position or angle transducers, compared with 
this to develop error signals to drive the aim correcting servo motors. 

Closed-Loop 

The alternative system employs an aiming error sensor whose output may 
be amplified and filtered directly to drive .the aim point correction servo 
motors. (see Figure 6 ). The difficulties of this technique lie mostly 
in orienting a sensor enclosure (shade tube) along the line of sight 
from mirror to the target. For a fixed mirror location in the field this 
is a simple, one-time-only installation. For a crossbow with four degrees 
of freedom (2 position coordinates, a mean angle to L0S and a mean bowing 
or cable tension) the orientation problem is more difficult.Similar!~ the 
generation of open loop attitude commands for each mirror is a function of 
the same four coordinates. plus time-of-day. and date. In the latter case, 
the implementation is largely computational rather than mechanical but the 
accuracies possible for similar cost systems may be co.mparable. 

C. 6 KW Crossbow Plant (300 ft2 } Fabrication 

The purpose of this phase is the upscaling of the 60 W Crossbow Helio
stat design, the fabrication and the operational demonstration of a 6 KW 
solar power plant. Table 2 lists the design parameters proposed and, 
together with Figures 1 to 4, gives .. a fairly clear description of the 
heliostats. 

Present plans call for the engine, the receiver and the stowing system 
to be the Winnebago Stirling 6 KW Power Package, an experimental cavity 
receiver borrowed from Biphase Engineering Division of Research Cuttrell 
Corp., and an inflatable bag structure to be borrowed from the Los Angeles 
International Airport. The inflation time for this protective bag to rise 
to meetr the downturning reflectors i.s not included in the 5 seconds time 
required for the reflectors to reach the downward (stowed) position. 
Energy for this rapid turn down comes from strain energy stored in crossbow 
beams. 
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Table 2. Heliostat Parameter List 

The following is a summary list of input parameters used in this 
development project. 
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Helios tat First two rows Last row 

Dish diameter 
Interference circle, 

adjacent unit 
Tu rndown time 
Skin support flexure 

with wind 
Dish flexure 
Structural nonnal modes 
Rms flexure 
Angle transducer error 
Angle control resolution 
Total errors 
Solar width 
Total (rms-sum) 
Reflectivity of solar 

spectrum at end of 
life 

Image on target 
Wind damage 

Field Design 

Shadowing: 

Worst heliostat 
Field average, yearly 

Off-axis optics: 
Field average, yearly 

Combined shadowing/off-axis and 
optics efficiency: 

Worst heliostat 
Field average, ·yearly 

Current heliostat field design: 
Heliost·ats 
Area/heliostat 
Total reflecting area 
Field area 

Packing factor: 

5.19 ft. 3.36 ft. 

all 
all 

32 ft. diam. 
(.5 seconds 

(.2 .o mrad 
.(__3.0 mrad 

natural frequencies > 3 HZ 
mode dumping rates -:;,.ol critical 

t._ 3 .O mrad 
/. 

t... 1.5 mrad __.-·· 
( 15 .O mrad ,..-- f 
9.38 mrad (radius= 4.69) 
15.88 nirad +-----•·="'~-

/ 85% at 5 years 

"> 20 mph 
)' 50 mph 

.( 17% annual 
(. 8% annual 

') 88% annual 

°)" 66% 
';> 76% 

20 
15 ft 2 (ave.) 
Joo n 2 · 
804.2 ft 2 

3 7 • 3 % _____,.-· 
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D. Statement of Work 

Phase A. No-new-Hardware Technical Evaluation 

1. Detail test planning for 8. 6 ft 2 Crossbow Laboratory Model (CLM). 

2. Qualification of CLM for measuring _F (optical efficiency,) dt. 

3. QualiHcation of CLM for measuring optical Figure of Merit (FM), 
W. & wo wind. 

15 

4. Development of 12-, 15-, and 18-channel Initialization Procedure (IP). 

5. Measure FM for above 3 IP's in a Fixed Position Mode (FPM) . 
6. Measure FM for above 3 IP's in a Fixed Velocity Mode (FVM). 

7. Non dimensialize the costs of 12-, 15-, and 18-·channel drives. 

B. Determine optimum no. of channels based on items 5, 6, and 7. 

9. Present technical evaluation of concept including economics. 

Phase B. Microprocessor System Development 

1. Redefine control equations. 

2. Write flow diagrams and programs. 

3. Obtain and checkout equipment. 

4. Program EPROMS and PROMS. 

5. Debug and check. 

6. Implement and test using 8.6 ft 2 CLM. 

7. Measure FM. 

Phase C. 6 KW Plant {300 ft 2 ) Implementation 

1. Design, using water cooled Winnebago generator. 

2. Analyze FM based on Gaussian wind mom. dist. 

3. Fabricate and debug. 
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1). Time Schedule 

Tasks 

Planning and !~a~~-up i>fias·e ·i·: __ · c ___ . _ ..... . 
2 
~. 
4 ----- ., ______ , _______ _ 

5 
6 

? 
. ----------·- §. -- -- -. 

~ 

!'hase B: 1 
2 
3 
4 

... ··--··"·--··---·-
5 
6 
7 

Phase C: 1 
2 
3 

1 2 

Final. Presentation·-···-···- ___ .. _ ..... 

16 

Month from Ince tion 
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VI. Crossbow Versus Pedastals 

A. Economic Aspects 

This section presents a preliminary comparison of the cost effectiveness 
of two general heliostat design concepts and the basis for evolving a more 
detailed comparative design study in the work proposed. It differs from an 
earlier preliminary comparison of the crossbow and pedestal designs given 
in Reference 4 by being tied to very simple models and being independent of 
non-analytical cos.t data obtained from various sources. Quitting the cost 
data obtained from previous designs does not make the results more accurate 
than those of Reference 4; however, basing the results on independent 
analytical1 approaches tends to clarify the nature of the advantages and 
disadvantages of each design. Since this is preliminary, gross simplifi
cations have been made. 

The two main assumptions are that cost is proportional to weight and 
that weight is required to resist structural loads which are due to wind. 
In other words, this comparison uses models which are basically structural 
models. The assumptions fall into two catagories, aerodynamic and structural. 
To keep the modeling simple, only static loads are considered. 

Aerodynamic Assumptions 

1. Each heliostat surface is a square flat plate which generates a wind 
force having a magnitude corresponding to an airfoil force, F having 
a force (drag or lift) coefficient equal to unity. 

2. The center of pressure of this force lies midway between the area 
centroid and the quarter chord point of a corresponding airfoil. 

Pedestal Heliostat Structural Assumptions per Figure 7 

1. Not considering the reflector assembly, the structural componenents 
can be considered to be the following with their volumes given in 
parentheses: a foundation tr(L fi2 /4), the column (rrUtd), the 
azimuth drive gears (21"f R2T), an elevation trunnion ft(r2W) which 
is part of the elevation drive and the rest of the elevation and 
a~imu~h drives which total .. 6 .O times the volume of the trunnion. 

2. Not considering the reflector assembly, the foundation is concrete 
and the rest of the material is steel. The physical character
istics of these two materials are as follows: 
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FIG. 7. PEDESTAL HELIOSTAT 
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Material Density, Allowable Stress. S E. Modulus of elasticity 
lb, tensile, shear, tensile, shear, 
~ osi psi psi psi 

steel 0,3 20,000 16,000 29 X 106 12 X 106 

concrete. 0.1 100 500 3 X 10° 1.7 X 106 

3. Allowable shear stress in the soil can be approximated by a 
. relationship established by coulomb, namely, the product of 

the head pressure and the tangent of the angle of repose, For 
a soil specific gravity of 1,35 and a depth, Z below the surface 
in inches, shear stress developed is 

S ~ 0,048723 Z t•an 37° = 0,0367 Z 

4. Optimum Land Din Figure 7 are values which cause the azimuth 
moment to be resisted by cylindrical shear forces using minimum 
foundation volume, provided L~ 2D. 

5. Letting azimuth loads be the critical ones, other relationships 
follow inspection of Figure 7. For example, since d ~ 2R < D, 
use of the geometric mean can not be very far from optimum value 
for 2R. This and similar observations follow: 

(2R)2 = dD 

w = 3R 

t/d = .00287 

r2 = 8 fl' td 

u = 1.2 s 

The last equation affords ground space needed. 

Crossbow Heliostat Structural AssumEtions Eer Figure 8 

l. Considering a simple design with four heliostat reflectors but not 
considering the reflector assemblies themselves, the structural 
components can be considered to be the following with their 
volumes given in parentheses: a column ('t(U td), the equivalent 
of a two-leaf leafspring (2 a b (2R + SJ ) , four trunnions 
(41Tr c (1, + l l ), the equivalent of three split sleeves 
(61fr eh), fou~ cables (12 RA where A is section area), and 
an assembly of parts including 9 bearings, 8 brackets, 12 pin 
joints, dampers, etc. having a combined volume equal to that 
of six of the above trunnions. For most soil conditions and 
for no extremely high wind velocity, no foundation of the type 
(1iL 02/4) shown in Figure 8 is required because, if bearing 
friction is neglected, the column now needs to have no ~orsional 
stiffness. For most soils, a long slender driven post subject 
only to flexure encounters soil compression strengths more 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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2. 

closely resembling that of concrete than resembling shear 
stresses given by Equation (1). 

For favorable installations, i.e., for either typical soil 
conditions or when extremely high winds can be avoided, the 
situation with respect to a foundation can be approximated 
as follows: 

let U = 2 (0. 7 S) 

to .represent U + L); the foundation represented by Din 
Figure 8 does not exist; two small foundations not shown, 
each approximately 10% of the L 04/4 previously considered 
in Figure 7 are needed for the cable drives, one for Fi and 
F2 and their dampers and one for F3 and F4 and their dampers. 

3. The conditions dominating the leaf spring design are, first, 
that no combination of small curvature (sun near horizon) 

4. 

and high wind (maximum F) relieves tension fully on any 
cable, and, second, that no combination of maximum curvature 
and direction of maximum F creates a natural frequency lower 
than what is aeroelastically acceptable. The second condition 
translates approximately into simply requiring about a 25% 
margin in meeting the first condition plus a requirement 
that 

a ~ 0.2 b 

Let the gap between the two leaves be equal to a. Then, if 
the maximum radius of curvature is assumed to be 3R, 

l/3R == 
1.25 FR 
4 EI 1 •25 (Mo:~nt) == 

15 F R2 =I= {3a)3 -a3 
12/b 16 E 

Combining (7) and (8) and using the steel tensite modulus, 
. 4 

a; 0.008534 ~ 

Let g/S, 1-/S, 1
0

/S and H/S be 0.1, 0.65, 0.65 and .65, 
respective!y. Using the ab<:>ve 3R curvature, the inside radius 
of-the trunnion section must be at least 

(r-c) / R =l/(.006463 + l.Sa/R)2 + (b/2)2 

where R = 1.65 S 
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(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 
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5 •. Neglecting radius differences between the trunnion and the 
sleeve, let S be 16,000 psi in cases 6 and 12 of Table 4. 
Then 

6. Although both t and d can both be less than for the pedestal 
heliostat because of no torsion and less bending moment1 d •is 
kept the same and tis decreased using the ratio of moments, 
namely, 0.7/1.2 from Equations (6) and (7). 

(13) 

(14) 

7. The cable cross section area A is approximately 1/4 (F/20,000) in• 2 • 

Conclusions 

Figure e·compares the approximate weight of the pedestal and crossbow 
heliostats (without the reflector assemblies) for the same total reflector 
area (277.78 ft. 2) corresponding to S = 100 inches. Total maximum wind 
load, Fon this area is the independent variable. The curve for the 
pedestal heliostat is obtained by substituting Equations (1) - (6) in the 
volumes shown in pedestal Estimate 1, multiplying by the appropriate density j 
in Estimate 2 and summing. 

Likewise, substituting Equations (7) through (14) and the values in ] 
crossbow Estimates 2, 6 and 7 (along with the previous density values) in 
Estimate 1 yields the crossbow without reflectors. Also, both weight 
curves are without drive motor weights and with no weight allowed for 
structural safety margins. 

Results are plotted in Figure 9. Of course it should be noted that 
the curves gene·rally agree with the conclusion of Reference 4, namely, that 
the crossbow is 26% lighter than the pedestal heliostat. 

B. Wind Susceptability 

The McDonnell Douglas (MDAC) Concept of Wind Loads Management 

During the course of the MDAC Prototype Heliostat Phase I study 1, 
five areas were identified in which research and development may lead to 
substantial • cost reductions. The discussion of one of these areas 
is repeated in this section as follows: 

"Wind loads on the heliostat are typically those for an isolated 
heliostat in an undisturbed free stream. Preliminary results of 
wind tunnel tests indicate that the wind loads in a colle·ctor field 
with wind control fences surrounding the field will be reduced by 
at least 40 percent. The cost reductions which might result from 
designing to the reduced wind loads are ,estimated at about $S/m2 . 

7 

7 
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The cost reductions might be achieved by further increases in reflective 
unit area per heliostat or by reduced material gages and drive unit 
component sizes. A comprehensive analysis would be required to select 
the better approach. 

Before any design modifications can be recommended, it will be 
necessary to define new design wind load requirements. MDAC 
recommends the following steps: 

1) Completion of the analysis of existing wind tunnel data. 

2) Potential additional wind tunnel tests to complete the data base. 

3) Analysis of data taken by MDAC during .the heliostat array tests 
at Naval Weapons Center (Phase I Pilot Plant Collector SRE). 

4) Instrumentation (for) ••• tests to verify scalability 
relationships. 

5) Trat1slation of wind load data to heliostat design requirements." 

Other concepts of Wind Loads Management 

As indicated above, MDAC (McDonnell Douglas) has proposed reducing 
wind loads by as much as 40% using field-surrounding wind fences. This 
is not the only primising load reducing concept which has been proposed 
foi: heliostats. 

Brookhaven National Laboratory has made a study2 of the degree 
of coincidence between when the sun is shining in the United States 
and when high wind velocities occur. In general, they found that 
solar energy is received during hours of low wind velocity; i.e., 
over 90% of all solar radiation occurs when the wind velocity is less 
than 20 mph. For areas of particular interest like Fresno, CA and 
Phoenix, AZ, essentially 100% occurs under 20 mph. Therefore, although 
contemporary Central Receiver STP System specifications usually call for 
26 mpli wind speed, 36 mph stowage initiation speed and 90 mph maximum 
tolerated stowed condition, Brookhaven proposes the use of the stowed 
position to limit the image-on-target maximum wind to 2o·mph at the 
present time. "'In other words, Brookhaven suggests a second method of 
achieving an approximate 40% reduction in wind loads. A variation of 
this second method has been looked at at s.c. Plotkin & Assoc. to 
achieve the same results using ground cable connected viscous dampers 
attached to the reflectors instead of stowed position utilization. 

A third concept of wind load reduction has to do with the 
aerodynamic shape of the heliostat mirrors and the resulting moments 
produced. A design has been studied at s.c. Plotkin & Assoc. which 
theoretically achieves about a 40% reduction of elevation angle moments 
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TABLE :!fJ -SIIIMH, l\'loMENT1 AND O~;nF:CTION FORMULAS FOR BEAMA 

Notation: ll' = Jond (lb.); w = unit.load (lb. per linear in.). M is poHitive when clockwiRe; Vis poRitive when upwnnl; I/ i8 po~1t1ve 
.,.·hen upwarrl. Constmininp; momC'nts, applied couples, loncb, nnd f('artions are positive when acting itR shown. All forces arc in 
poundK, a.II moments in inch-pounds; all clcflectipns nnd dimensions in inchcR. 0 is in rarlinns and tnn O = O 

Staticnlly Dctcrmirrnte Cases 

Defteollon 1/, maximum deRc'Ction, and end elope 8 
Lo:uhng, oupport, ind Hcaclions i/1 nnd R,, I Bending momcnt ft/ oml 

reFerence number vertical shear V maximum bending moment ----·--------·-!------------ ------~--"------1-------------------------
I. Cantilever, end load 

11 
M • -)Vz 

fit.x--1 d 
71! ·)--· o X 
A~ •••..... · 

v- -ll' MaxM • -\nat H 

9. Cantilever, end couple R, = 0 Ma Mo 

v-o Mu Ma Mo(A to BJ 

d- :.- e - -f·•" 
.-:, ,..,0 z. 
""-"_. __ ... -

(:I. 

..:!.
..(_ 

M 0 l __ .ill' __ _ 

~ lt-J. 

'"='-=-=====1=-===-~=====l============·I===================== 
20. Erul support~, inter .. 

mediate couple (A to B) M = R,z 

(B to C) M = R,z + Mo 

Mai -'-/.f = R,a just le£t or B 

Mai +M = Ria + Mo just right of B 

I Mo[ ( a
1 

) ·z'] (A to B) V = 6 El 6a - 3y - 21 r - T 

· 1 Mo[ . x' ( •') ] (B to civ = 6 Ei 3a' + 3,, - T - 21 + 3T r 

I Mo( •') I .lfo( •') 8 = - 6 Ei 21 - 6a + 31 nt .1; 8 = +6 El l - 3y at c 
Mo( a' I) 8 = E( a - T - jl al B 

TABLE 4-FORMl'L.\.S ~-oR ToHSIO:-/AL DEJ,OR~IAT!OX A:-1D STRESS 

Gener.il forruul:is: 0 = ft, s = E, where O = angle of twist (rad); T = twisting moment (in.-lb); L ·= length (in.); ii= unit shear 

stre:;s (lb. per ~q. in.); G = moduh;s of rigidity (lb. per sq. in.); K (in.') and Q (in. 3) are functions of the cro:'~ ~ection. 

Form and dimen.s:011~ of cro~8 ~ectior.s, otlu:r I TL 
quanti;ies involved, ~nil co,e niunber 

I 
Formula for K iu 9 = KG 

I 

1. Solid circular ~t"<"tion K • ~rr' 

or 
6. Hollow concentric circular section K = j.-(r 1• - ro•) 

12. Thin circular 01w11 tube of uniiorm thick- K = lnt• 
ne!ls. 
r • mean radiuH 

Formula for •her.r stres• 

"T ~fa:,; • = ;;.,., at boundary 

I 2Tr · 
.Max, • ( • 1 

') at outet boundary r Tl - TQ 

M 1'(6n + Uill I b h d f l ( I. a.x , - ~::,:~• a. ong ot c ges rem.ate rom erll s t us a.s..unia 

t Rmall compared with mean radiui,,; otherwi.~e Utie formub:1 givc•n fo:
Clls~ij U to ~0) 

3T 
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FIGURE 9. WEIGHT COMPARISON OF PEDESTAL AND CROSSBOW HELIOSTATS 
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for the same wind velocity. A small scale model using this design has been 
built. Testing this low-moment-coefficient mirror is not part of the pro-
posed study. J 

In the discussion which follows, the implementation of any one of 
the above three methods for reducing wind loads on heliostat structure 
is called wind load management. The simultaneous use of more than one 
technique in the designing of any heliostat will be referred to as 
extended implementation of wind load management. 

Putposes 

This part of the proposed project, has two purposes. The first is 
to assist in the performing of research tasks already identified by MDAC 1• 
This has to do with gathering and generating data that is useful for 
evaluating winds load management implemented by wind fences. A second 
part has to do with obtaining the economic benefits of extended 
implementation of wind loads management .• 

Verifying the economy of Wind Load Management 

According to item 4 on page 3, MDAC reconunends tests to verify the 
scalability of wind tunnel data which will provide a data base for 
evaluating the effectiveness of wind fences. Although the emphasis in 
such testing can be expected to. be placed on large scale tests which 
check the applicability of data obtained using Reynolds numbers that are 
smaller than desired, it is also important to avoid neglecting the significant 
economy that might be available by concentrating on an initial experimental 
effort at a scale even smaller than the wind tunnel offers and using both the 
wind tunnel data and the large scale test data to verify the scalability 
of the small scale data. The economy of .this approach is significant 
because a large fraction of the test equipment to do 'it adds only small 
cost, including the main part of the instrumentation. 

Meeting the needs of Extended Implementation 

At this time, the following assumptions appear reasonable: 

1. Three concepts exist which individually promise 40% load reductions 
on heliostat structure, namely, wind fences, .peak wind avoidance 
and aerodynamic reshaping. 

2. The structure resisting these loads can be priced by the pound; 
i.e., its cost would be expected to drop by 40% in each case. 

3. This structure represents how about 25% of total heliostat costs. 
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Therefore, extended implementation would involve dimin'i,.shing returns. 
If one of these concepts were used successfully, the overall economy would 
be 10%. If a second such concept is implemented successfully, the amount 
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and the marginal economy is now only 6%. If all three concepts are implemen
ted successfully, the total is l~.6% which means that the last effect is 
only 3.6%. 

This study aims to meet the needs of effective extended implementation 
by exploring configurational changes in heliostat structure which avoid the 
diminishing returns characteristic described above k° general and by exploring 
one particularly applicable configurational change. 

1he Horizontal Reflector Support Structure 

It is widely recognized that the combination of large loads and small 
tracking angle error tolerance favors the use of vertical reflector support 
structure, i.e., the pedestal structure. It is less widely recognized 
that the absence of these two conditions favors some horizontal reflector 
support structure in combination with fewer than one pedestal per heliostat 
reflector. Figure 1 shows a heliostat reflector supported by both types 
simultaneously with the pedestal shown with solid lines and the horizontal 
structure with dotted lines. Use of the horizontal reflector support 
structure dates back to a solar furnace built bythefamous physicist, 
Dr. Robert Goddard. 

When the horizontal reflector support structure is constructed as a 
leaf spring and positioned by a single pivotal pedestal plus cables, the 
heliostat configuration is called a Crossbow. Figures 1, 2, 3,and 4 show 
a 20-reflector small-scale model of a solar electric power plant employing 
three crossbows. 

Instrumentation for laboratory experiments 

The apparatus shown in Figures 1 to 4 is a convenient fonn for 
experimental studies of the effect of wind on heliostat optical performance 
and lacks only an automatic control system for this purpose. Two features 
provide this convenience as follows: first, elevation and azimuth stiff
nesses are adjustable; second, a Stirling engine serving as a receiver 
drives a D.C. generator, the output of which is a function of the total 
radiated power focused on the target area. This function can be expressed 
as a double-lag convolution integral having constants which are easily 
evaluated by means of a simulated heat impulse. The simulated heat impulse 
can be provided with electrical heating using a high intensity short duration 
current pulse. 

Of particular interest is the use of this system to compare the drop 
in power output as a function of anemometer-measured wind velocity with 
theoretical relationships for different mirror stiffness adjustments. 
Mostly, the testing will be as close as possible to where all azimuth and 
elevation angular stiffnesses are the same value. 



- Configuration evaluation for extended implementation 

Those parts of a heliostat characterized by a simple proportionality between wind loading and weight (and, therefore, cost) include a major part of almost every component except the controls and the reflector 
surface. They represent more than 50% of the weight of the heliostat. 
The fact that their estimated cost contribution is only about 25% of the total reflects the relatively low cost of the heavier components (like concrete). The diminishing retur.ns effect described above is related to 
the smallness of this 25% figure. 

A larger fraction of the heliostat cost can be ~aved by cost 
reducing elements. This is done by switching to the use of horizontal reflector support structure so that: 

- the Crossbow Heliostat can be operated using fewer than the usual 
two servomechanisms per reflector 

- because of better than 10:1 ratios of mechanical advantage improve
ments compared to the use of gear boxes, tip-connected cable drive 
forces are correspondingly lower 

- the cost characteristics of cables and drums are more favorable 
than of gears and gearboxes 

- horizontal reflector support structure resists azimuth deflections 
more efficiently than vertical support structure. 

The first three of these reasons are explained in Reference 4, which also explains the unique feature of Crossbow reflector location, namely, that shading and blocking between adjacent reflectors on any one crossbow is negligible even if the spacing between them is zero. This zero spacing feature is a factor in the fourth reason listed above. Other factors are given in Table 5 and Figure 10. Figure 10 shows that i'f the crossbow beam had the same cross section as the pedestal it could span somewhere between 10 and 50 reflectors and still have the same azimuth angle rigidity as the pedestal (depending on wind load management implementation). As soon as the designer utilizes this, he finds economies in a variety of components such as less ground preparation, fewer pedestals, etc. 

28 

As new studies continue to reveal increased opportunities for heliostat cost reductions as a result of wind load management finding optimum heliostat structural configuration becomes more important. If the pedestal heliostat is to become a barrier to full realization of these opportunities, the Department of Energy will want to be appr;lsed of this and to be in a 
position to plan accordingly. 
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T/\BLE 5 
COMPARISON BETWEEN HORIZONTAL AND VEfHICAL DEPLOYMENT OF PRIMARY 
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VII. Future Development Programs 

There are actually two separate types of future development programs. 
One is the obvious application to very large power towers and the other is 
small cogeneration applications. · 

A). Post·-Barstow-type applications can utilize th~ crossbow control 
systems developed here. Some modification of the computer progran1 
will be re.quired, but those additions should be relatively straight
forward. This proposal and ensuing development program has had the 
large applications tn mind. 

B). The final 6 Kw unit, besides validating the results of the 60 watt 
table model, will provide definite numbers and conclusions 
regarding future economics. Testing and evaluation of the 6 Kw 
unit must be part of an o·n-going program. Of significance is the 
fact that, unlike the 60 watt table model, the 6 Kw unit will be 
an actual working system. 

It is possible to include the follow-on efforts under a DOE 
cogeneration program rather than a strictly heliostat development. 
Because the electric generation will be by means of a counnercially 
available Stirling motor-generator, the water cooling requirements 
will provide hot water output. Such output water can then be used 
for both water and space heating. 

Of significance here is also a proper testing facility for the 6 Kw 
program. Initial contacts have already been made and the grounds investiga
ted. ,It appears as though an ideal situation would be to consider incorporat
ing the prototype 6 Kw unit into the already existing facilities at the City 
of Hope Medtcal Research Center, Duarte, California. Indications are that 
they will welcome such a program under the proviso that no City of Hope R&D 
funds will be required for the solar energy work. They are already hard 
pressed for medical research funding, so all the energy work would have to 
be supported by a separate contract. However, the use of such facilities 
for the 6 Kw unit test program appear to be quite cost effective. 

It would be anticipated that S.C. Plotkin & Associates would provide full 
technical personnel, materi'al, and operating supervision for the entire test 
program. All funding would be-through the contract to S.C. Plotkin & 
Associates with City of Hope simply providing the test facilities and using 
the output to support its tax~free program. 

In conclusion, it might be pointed out that the 6 Kw test program as 
discussed in (b) above must be carried out before application to larger 
systems as discussed in (a) is warranted. Evaluation of this contract will 
resolve the question, once and for all, whether or not there is really a 
decided advantage to changing from a pedestal mirror to a crossbow con
figuration. 
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Appendix A. 
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FLEXED BEAMS IN CENTRAL RECEIVER HELIOSTAT DRIVL:S 

W. H. Raser* 
S. C. Plotkin & Associates 

Los Angeles, California 

Abstract 

Horizontally-flexed "crossbow·" beams 
in the form of large leaf springs are con
sidered as a means for supporting and 
steering mirrors in central receiver sys
tems. Their use reduces requirements for 
(1) heavy structural materials, (2) the 
number of tracking drives, (3) component 
machining precision and (4) land area. 
Although the exact amount depends upon the 
pointing accuracy and wind tolerance 
specifications, the economy· in plant 
construction resulting from these changes 
could be over 25 percent. 

I. Introduction 

Fig. 1 shows an early application of~ 
flexed beam to a solar furnace reflector 
built by physicist Dr. Robert H. Goddard. 
In Goddard's furnace, thin mirror strips 
were flexed by means of cables attached 
with turnbuckles for manual adjustment. A 
400 K\1 solar plant at Georgia Tech also 
uses long horizontal beams as heliostat 
supporting structure but without provision 
for utilization of beam flexure. 

Fig. 1. (l) 
Goddard's · 
flexed beam 
reflector 

Fig. 2 shows a sketch of a power tower 
in which such beams are used not only as 
supporting structure for heliostats but 
also as significant parts of the heliostat 
tracking drives. Fig. 3 shows an experi
mental application of this type of sola:r 
power plant used to drive a small steam 
engine and electric generator. This model 

*Member AIM 

C"npyrl~hl Cc) Anitrk~n lnslhul• ol Arron•u1ks and 
A•lruuu1ln. In< .• 1918. All rl~hh "'''""" 

Fig. 3 A .small experimental crossbow pl:rnt 

with its 40 sq. ft. of mirror area won the 
Los Angeles Sun Day Exhibit first prize,· 
May 3, 1978. This model has ten mirrors 
which track the sun and focus sunlight on 
a fixed point, the receiver, that is on 
top of a tower. Instead of having a pedes
t~l supporting each mirror, this model h~s 
one long horizontally-flexible beam or leaf 
spring providing all ten mirrors with noL 

·only structural support but also azimuth 
aiming angles. A leaf spring which pro
vides both of these is called a "crossbow", 

First, a general description of thL; 

crossbow hcliostat configuration is given. 
Following that, the theory of central rP
ceiver concentrators is extended to apply 
to the groups of mirrors which can be 
mounted on a_ crossbow beam. Implementinq 
schemes are theri discussed, particularly 
for the mechanization of the required azi
muth angles. Finally, some general char-
acteristics of crossbow heliostats are 
reviewed including wind tolerance, area 
utilization and estimated relative con
struction costs. 

II. Crossb~w Heliostat Description 

Not counting the receiver and other 
parts of the tower, a very simple system 
with only one crossbow beam could consist 
of foundation structure to support aver
tical-axis hinge or pivot, the beam with 
its midp6int supported by and hinged at 
this pivcit or hingepoint, mirrors mounted 
along the beam so as to be rotated about 
the local beam axis in accordance with the 
required mirror elevation angle, tension 
cables connected to the beam tips and means 
for controlling beam curvature. The beam 
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is a leaf spring consisting of two leaves, 
n pairs of bearings to support n mirrors, 
fewer than n µressure paas at various sta
cionH along the leaf spring to create and 
control a separation distance between the 
two leaves and a number of brackets inclu.
ding tip brackets. Each leaf can be a bar 
of spring steel arranged to resist vertical 
deflections while permitting horizontal de
flections. Each bracket provides an offset 
point on one side of the leaf spring cen
terline; the offset distance is zero at the 
hinge, e at the tip, and a proportional 
fraction of e everywhere in between. The 
tip offset points are for pulley attachment 
while the others are for guiding cables. 

Figs. 4 and 5 show a plan view of two 
main parts of the crossbow heliostat struc
ture. One part is longitudinal trusswork 
with two hingepoints and four pulley 
points. The other part is a leaf spring 
beam with its brackets and with four 
separators capable of controlling the 
distance between the two leaves. These 
separators are hydraulically expanded pads 
or bellows. Fig. 4 also shows part of 
another leaf spring. 

Fig. 4 t~ajor 
components of 
heliostat 
array L(AY(S 

~ . eORS 
MIRROR (L(YATION B[AAJNC.S 

~l, LC.Vt$ 

A.---·-e1A "lr"" L,l-:=:¥ 
mF,{7 .===3:;>~ . I . 

PULLEY AND CA&LU Tie':tA.CJ(.£T 

IF 

Fig, 5 Detailed view 
of crossbow beam tip 

TOWER ANO RECEIVER 

Not shown in these two figures are 
wheels and tracks for beam support, mechan
ical vibration dampers and angle control 
mechanisms. The wheels in the unit shown 
in Fig. 3 are bicycle wheels, one at each 
beam tip. For the longer beams depicted 
in Fig. 2, more than two wheels are used 
per beam. The tracks which engage these 
wheels can be curved pipes supported by 
heavy stakes driven into the ground. This 
process of driving stakes into the ground 
avoids the use of concrete, requires no 
digging or grading and is particularly 
appropriate for installing transportable 
structure which may be prefabricated. Un
less extensive computer usa9e is planned, 
all of the tracks should be in one plane. 
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The main advantage of the crossbow con
figuration is the elimination of heavy and 
costly parts, particularly the use of fewer 
and simpler azimuth drives using cable 
systems rather than high torque, high pre
cision gear boxes. As will be demons tr a tt.:d 
there is not only a distinct reduction 1n 
the number of needed servo drives for azi
muth angle controls but also the possibil
ity of this for elevation angle controls. 
Futhermore, reducing the number of servo 
motors required per heliostat can provide 
some secondary benefits. 

These secondary benefits of an increase 
in the ratio of the number of mirrors to 
the nunilier of servos are simply the bene
fits of not being restricted (by servo 
costs) to having such large heliostat mir
rors. First, there is reduced cost per 
square foot of mirror as smaller sizes en
courage less expensive fabricat_ion tech
niques. Second, area utilization is 
improved as will be discussed. A third 
advantage is wind load reduction consid
ering the mirror to be an airfoil. Aero
dynamic moment is more sensitive to chord 
than to span, being roughly proportional 
to the second and first powers, respec
tively. Wind moment loads constitute the 
main specification affecting the cost of 
heliostat drive systems. 

III. Optical Requirements For The Beam 

The main requirement of the crossbow 
beam and its system of controls has to do 
with its horizontal displacement, i.e., 
its rotation and flexure within a hori
zontal plane. At each mirror location, 
the tangent to its centerline (e.g., line 
AA in Fig. 5) must coincide with the ele
vation axis of a typical heliostat at that 
location. The continuous curve in a hori
zontal plane which satisfies this condi
tion is called the optical locus. Three 
theorems from physics and geometry are 

(1) Any surface which reflects parallel 
rays onto a single point is a paraboloid 
of revolution. See Fig. 6. 

(2) The intersection of a paraboloid and a 
plane (e.g., a horizontal plane) is a conic 
section. 

(3) If a conic section formed in this way 
is an ellipse, the projection of the axis 
of the paraboloid on the given plane is 
the maJor axis of the ellipse. 

Therefore, for the optical locus to 
have tangents which satisfy requirements 
at all points, it must be a conic section. 
If the sun is directly overhead, this conic 
should be a circle. If the elevation 
angles were zero, che conic would be a 
parabola. Neglect1ng these two extremes, 
the optical locus should be an ellipse. 

The only point on the optical ellipse 
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Fig. 6 The 
optical locus 
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section of 
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which is at a fixed location is the beam 
hingepoint. See Fig. 4. Being fixed,. 
this point relates to the sun and receiv
er geometry like a conventional pedestal 
heliostat. For example, the normal to the 
optical locus at a hingepoint has azimuth 
equal to /3n• This azimuth, like the tilt 
(elevation) angle of the mirror is a func
tion of the usual three sun-r·elating an
gles, ~, J and,. Fig. 7 represents the 
projection of some important angles onto 
the horizontal plane. 

Fig. 7 Plan view 
of the tower and 
one mirror 
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IV. Nomenclature 

semiaxes (radii) of an ellipse 
curvefitting constants 
displacement of the ellipse 
damping constant (force/velocity) 
normal 6ffsit at beam tip bracket -
Young's modulus of elasticity 
resultant transverse cable force 
gain 0£ servo amplifier 
tower height 
beam section moment of inertia 
mass moment of inertia of structure 
structural spring rate (force/displ.) 
mechanical advantage of pulley system 
beam bending moment 
unit mirror vector (outward normal) 
number of mirrors per crossbow 
focal length of generating paraboloid 
coordinates of generating parabola 
a generalized mirror position angle 
radius of curvature of beam 
unit sun yector (toward sun) 
complex variable in Laplace transforms 
semilength of crossbow beam 
unit tower vector (toward receiver) 
distance of mirror to receiver 
rotated and translated.normal axes 
locus-generating paraboloid 
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f3n azimuth orientation of mirror normal 
/3s azimuth orientation of sun 
Pr mirror-to-tower ray azimuth or~entation 
6n mirror tilt angle (mirror from horizon. 
8~ sun zenith ,rngle 
e~ mirror-tower distance angle 
6 · declination angle from celestial equilt. 
J latitude on earth 
'r time angle from local noon 
~ natural frequency of some structur0 

Subscripts 
c crossbow heliostat design 
h horizontal plane projection of vector 
n,N mirror normals 
o output 
p pedestal heliostat design 
s sun 
t,T tower 
1,2 components 

V. Generating The Optical Locus 

From Riaz, (3) at any point where et /J, 
.) , 

etc. are applicable, 

tan /J11 
sin es sin /Js + sin 0t. sin /Jt ( 1 ) = sin 0s cos /35 + sin 0t cos !3t 

where 
cos es = sin A sin 5 + cos A cos ,5 cos,- (2) 

sin /35 = sin 7 cos .f / sin 8.s ( 3) 

tan Bt. == (mirror-tower distance)/tower height 
( 4) 

In Fig. 7, 1h, ~hand ih are projected 
unit vectors from the hingepoint in di
rections toward the target, normal to the 
mirror and towa~d the sun respectively. 
Consider a second mirror located a dis
tance Ax from the first along the optical 
locus and denote its vectors by replacing 
t with T, etc. Fro~ Fig. 7, eq. (1) and 
the laws of cosines and sines, curvatur~ 
can be determined. 

I 
(3 n = a/,'n = 

dx 

at the hingepoint. 

( 8) 

.. 

Before determining other characteris
tics of the optical locus, it is convenient 
to find the focal length, p of the Locus
Generating Paraboloid (LGP). This length, 
together with the W unit vector determine 
the LGP surface as shown in Fig. 6. Now 
consider the plane containing unit vectors 
sand c; since this plane contains the 
axis of LGP, its intersection with LGP 
must be the parabola which generated LGP, 
namely, 
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where q,s are coordinates in this plane 
parallel antl perpendicular to s respective
ly. Since the hingepoint lies on both the 
t vector and on the optical locus which 
the LGP generates, it lies on the parabola 
and must be equidistant from the focal 
point arid the directrix of the parabola. 
Since the distance between the directrix 
and the q axis is p, this equality and 
equation (9) yield 

p (T/2) (1 + t•.s) ( 10) 

which serves to determine p since both T 
and the dot product (the direction cosine 
between two known unit vectors) are known. 

Now consider the vertical axial plane 
shown in F~g. 8. Since this plane also 
contains s, eq. (9) also applies to its 
LGP intersection. Its intersection with 
the horizontal plane is given by the func
tion of slope and intercept given in 
Fig. 8. Note that these intersections 
(lines) meet at two points; let 2a repre
sent the distance between these two 
points. Solving simultaneously the two 
equations shown in Fig. 8, 

J: 
q/p = 2 tan Bs ± 2 [sec2 es - (H/pl sec BsJ 'Z 

(11) 

Fig. 8 The 
vertical axial 
plane showing 
two surface 
intersection 
lines 

H 

s 

Let Aq represent the difference be
tween the above plus and minus values and 
let /J. s represent a corresponding s dif
ference. Since these are perpendicular, 

2 1/.2 
a = 2p [p+4tan2 0.s) (sec 85 -H p- 1sec ~)] 

(12) 
Likewise, consider the plane of Fig 9, 

a plane normal to the LGP axis bisecting 
the 2a length of the horizontal plane 
intersection. In terms of the coordinates 
of Fig. 8, the midpoint is located by 
dropping the second term of equation (11). 
Substituting the resulting q in the hori
zontal plane intersection equation, 

s = 2p tan 2 65 - H sec 85 + p ( 1 3) 

In other words, using the coordinates 
shown in Fig. 8, eq. (13) represents the 
transverse plane shown in Fig. 9. Note 
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that the intersection of this plane and 
the LGP is a circle having a radius given 
by q in eq. (9). Note also that the 
vertical leg of a triangle in Fig. 9 is 
the value of q previously determined from 
eq. ( 11). Noting it to be a right tri
angle and substituting equation (13), 

[ 2 J 1/_z 
b = 2p Sec 05 - {ll/p) sec 9s 

Fig. 9 A plane 
normal·to the LGP 
axis bisecting 2a 

,.,. i4n a. 

( 14) 

The optical tracking requirements of 
each beam can be summarized as follows: 

(a) The beam, which is horizontal (and 
of length 2S) has a fixed vertical-axis 
hinge at its midpoint where its elastic 
centerline has the azimuth angle /3'1 t 11"/;z 

(b) This elastic centerline coincides 
with the optical locus which is an arc ot 
an ellipse having axial diameters 2a, 2b. 

(c) The azimuth angle of the axis of the 
ellipse is /Js· 

Eqs. ( 1) to ( 14) have def incd the O[r 
tical locus as an ellipse which is a func
tion ofJ,08?; The left half of Fig. 10 
illustrates a family of "crossbow" bearr,s 
determined in this way for the case where 
0s is 45 degrees. The right half of 
Fig. 10 is a corresponding family of iso
tilt (constant elevation angle) lines frcm 
the Riaz study (3) of continuum 8f mirror 
fields for the same parameter values. 

-zo• o• (3 t.s _..,.2_0•--..---, 
I -...._;_ 

ISO-TILT LINES 

RECEIVER 

eo• 

Fig. 10 Loci (solid) and iso-tilt lines 
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VI. Implementing Azimuth Control 

One of the main purposes for seeking 
to develop the flexed beam (crossbow) type 
of heliostat is to achieve a reduction in 
azimuth channel costs by requiring fewer 
and simpler servo drives. To achieve this, 
a key step is replacing the elliptical op
tical locus with a curve which is more 
adaptable to a mechanically centralized 
implementation. An attractive candidate 
for this is the finite power series, 

2 3 z+1 y = A (x+x 1 ) + B (x+x
2

) + .•• +k(x+xz) 

(15) which uses coordinates that involve a 
tangent to the ellipse shown in Fig. 11. 
The ellipse is defined by eqs. (12) and 
(14) and by the point of tangency from 
eq. (3). With this definition, no first 
power of x in eq. (15) can exist. 

F iq. 11 

s 

ELLIPSE 
(OPTICAL LOCUS 

--1:1 

The complete 
ellipse repre
sented by the 
optical locus 

---4---::?'~ 1 t-llNGEPOINT 

\---'""'·\ 
\ NORTH 

Alternatively, the second power term can 
be a circular function. For large cross
bow beams, more terms must be retained. 
For the small beam shown in Fig. 3, only 
the following was used: 

y = A[1 - f 1-(x/A)
2
f'~J+ e[x-cJ 3 (16) 

where c is a function of /3s in accord
ance with Fig. 11. In other words, the 
sum of a circular arc and part of a cubi-
cal parabola are used to curvefi t the .. 
desired elliptical arc. Note that this 
sum is a curve which. resembles a spiral. 

The following simpli'fying assumptions 
are useful in estimating the curvefitting 
accuracy of this so-called spiral to part 
of the ellipse (the part with length 2S): 

(1) For any sun position, mean slope 
error over any beam semilength Sis the 
average of two values of 2Ay/S where 4 y 
is the difference between eq. (16) and the 
ellipse of Fig. 11 at the midpoint of each 
semilength. 

(2) The effect of the offset distance c 
can be considered simply by means of a 
linear interpolation between values of 0 
and 1 for the ratio c/S. This is equiva
lent to interpolating between two special 
cases of the semicubic spiral, one .where it 
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is forced to become ~narc of a cir~le and 
one where (35 subtends one semilcngth S (the 
condition where the corrective effective
ness of the cubical parabola component is 
maximized). 

(3) The conditions which determine A and 
B of eq. (16) are that the tips of the beam 
lie on the optical locus and that the 
cosine of /35 is unity. Then 

A = b/(2 a 2 ) (17) 

Ba
3
/b = (a/cl 3 (1-f1-(c/a/{

1

;?-(c/a) 2
/2] (18) 

and the two special cases described in the 
preceding paragraph appear in Fig. 12. 

Averaging between sunrise and sunset 
(for i\ = 35 deg N. and 6= 0), these ap
proximations yield an average slope error 
of about 4.9 milliradians. This much error 
is acceptable for very small systems, 
particularly those with outputs under 10 
KWe. For plants where the output is in 
megawatts, average tracking error should be 
no more than one or two milliradians and 
it appears that one additional correcting 
term from eq. (15) will be needed. 

The main reason for selecting the 
tracking stategy represented by eq. (15) 
is ease of implementation, i.e., the ease 
of mechanizing constants A, Band c, The 
semicubical spiral consists of a cubical 
parabola (having magnitude and offset 
given by Band c, respectively) superim
posed on a circular arc of radius A. A 
uniform beam with a uniform bending mo
ment as shown in Fig. 13 yields constant 
curvature. One hydraulic control with gain 
B simultaneously introduces deformations 
on one leaf of the crossbow leaf spring so 
as to have maximum effect at one end and 
minimum effect at the other. A second hy
draulic control acts to shift this pattern 
according tq the value of c. 

VII. Implementing Elevation Control 

In the elevation angle channels, both 
the opportunities for economy and the dif
ficulties which threaten to increase th~ 
crossbow system costs have to be considered 
Among the latter, two are as follows: 

(1) By itself, the crossbow beam has very 
little torsional stiffness. In larger sys
tems, this requires all points on the beams 
to have high stiffness with respect to ver
tical deflections and all elevation control 
structural foundations to be built upon the 
telescoping dampers which interconnect at 
least two beams. 

(2) Since the mirrors have no fixed po
sition on the earth, output angle sensing 
can not be done using fixed optical heads 
located on the ground near the mirrors. 
They must be clustered around the receiver 
as shown in Fig. 2. 
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is always required for suitable wind 
resistance, this rigidity does not 
have to come from the crossbow beam. 
Instead, under certain conditions, 
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The following appear equally important: 

(3) As Fig. 10 shows, crossbow beams can 
be approximated by constant elevation re
quirements. All ten mirrors in Fig. 3 
have the same tilt angles. 

(4) Because of the ~bove similarity~ no 
shading losses occur by having adjacent 
mirrors almost touching each other. Thus, 
simple shaft-type couplings facilitate one 
servo drive controlling the elevation of a 
number of mirrors, e.g., ten in Fig. 3. 

To the extent that items (3) and (4) 
offset items (1) and (2), the economic 
difference between crossbow heliostat tilt 
drives and pedestal heliostat·tilt drives 
would be zero. However, this is a rather 
preliminary conclusion at this time as 
further research could change this. 

VIII. Wind Response And Area Utilization 

Like the area utilization factor, wind 
response is a separate factor to be con
sidered in an economic evaluation of the 
merits of a· heliostat design.· In the .. 
crossbow heliostat, it is. expected that 
structural stiffness and frequencies will 
be less than those of pedestal heliostats. 
To cope with vibrations, heavy dampers be
tween adjacent crossbow beams have been 
designed for at least critical damping. 
But even with these dampers, the degrada
tion of optical performance as a result of . 
wind loads requires some attention. Extra 
storage, hybridization, etc. are examples. 

For installations in windy areas, the 
combination of crossbow solar plants and 
small windmills are being considered. An 
attractive hybrid plant with 90% solar and 
10% wind capacity can have almost constant 
output with respect to wind. However, it 
is not yet certain that the crossbow beam 
structure will always be associated with 
vibrations that will cause significant 
performance degradation due to wind. 

6 

it can come from the control system base. 
Fig. 14 illustrates the basic principles 
involved in this conclusion by comparing 
the block diagrams of the two heliostats 
using servo analysis techniques (Laplace 
transforms). The most important criterion 
for steady wind resistance is the ampli~ude 
of output angle per unit of steady change 
of aerodynamic moment load. This crite
rion, dQ/d.M in Fig. 14 results from appli
cation of the final value theorem to each 
of the two heliostat transfer functions. 
In each case, two parameters are involved, 
a structural spring rate Kand a servo 
gain g. If, for the crossbow, Kc is less 
than the corresponding Kp, the effective 
rigidity c~n still be as much as for the 
pedestal by increasing gc above the 9p. 
value. But it costs something to do this. 

On the other hand, it costs something 
to not take advantage of the improved area 
effectiveness factor offered by the cross
bow mirror configuration. This is true 
because of the characteristic which had 
.been observed in Fig. 10; namely, the 
similarity between optical locus lines 
and lines of constant elevation angles. 

Area effectiveness involves three 
types of losses, namely~ sunlight strik
ing the ground because of too much mirror
to-mirror separation, shadowing because 
of not enough mirror separation, and the 
incidence factor (cosine factor). In 
ieneral, an ideal Fresnel mirror experi
ences only radial shadowing and radial 
and tangential incidence factors; however, 
if /3.s is zero, it experiences no losses 
except radial incidence:factor. Consider 
an array of quasi-concentric cont_inuums 
of infinitesimal mirrors as Riaz postu
lated to have the same tangential area 
effectiveness characteristics as a Fres
nel mirror. The area effectiveness char
acteristics of a ma~hematical model of 
this typ131re given in Fig. 8 of a study 
by Riaz '" Fig. 13 of that same study 
presents corresponding Houston data for 
arrays without the ribbonlike features. 
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PEDESTAL: 
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CROSSBOW: 
c/G.o - __ I __ 
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Fig. 14 Control and wind resistance wodels 
for pedestal (left) and crossbow heliostats 

Averaging this data over a 10-hour day, a 
comparison of the two yields a 0.778 ratio. 

It is interesting that the paper (3) 
referred to was followed by a discussion 
in which Dr. Vant-Hull raised the question 
of the practicability of recovering lost 
area effectiveness by means of an array in 
which "heliostat locations are continualiy 
changed''· It is still not clear how much 
of this approximately 22.2% utilization 
difference can be recovered by going from 
a pedestal to a crossbow design or how its 
importance compares with that of the loss 
in wind resistance by making this change. 
At present, it appears reasonable'to as
swne that they just cancel each other. 

IX. Observations And Conclusions 

To anyone accustomed to heliostats re
quiring heavy concrete pedestals and large 
expensive gear boxes, the proposition that 
central receiver mirrors should be placed 
on beams slender enough to be flexed by .. 
means of cables may appear radical. This 
feeling soon disappears, however, as the 
designer encounters pleasant surprises and 
interesting ways to economize. One of them 
is that when a crossbow beam is forced in 
to its desired shape within a horizontal 
plane, the desired tilt angles of a group 
of adjacent mirrors mounted along this 
beam are approximately equal. In fact, in 
a small plant, as many as ten such mirrors 
can be gang driven by a single large tilt
control servomotor. 

Considering the optical performance of 
point-focusing heliostats, two factors be
come important when comparing pedestal and 
crossbow heliostats, namely, utilization . 
of area and degradation due to wind. In a' 
small plant, the effects of these two tend 
to cancel each other. Assuming that they 
do, the remaining difference is mainly an 
effect on plant construction costs. 
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:Fig. 15 Pedestal heliostat cost summary 

Fig. 15 shows a 10-sector breakdown of 
typical pedestal heliostat costs based on 
an 8-sector breakdown from Sandia Labs. (4) 
Two of the original sectors are shown as 
being split into two subdi.visions, namely, 
the cost of drives and the contingency 
fees. The asswnptions behind these splits 
are an ~~tim~ted 2:1 ratio of weight of 
m_aterials required for the two drives and 
~ __ 30_% aHocation of contingencies for the 
hazards of excavations and earthmoving 
operations in the desert, respectively. 

The unshaded part of Fig. 15 can be 
used to represent the estimated cost of an 
equivalent crossbow heliostat. F.ive of 
the original ten sectors are essentially 
unaffected by this change. The excavati0n 
contingency is eliminated. By reducing 
the weight of materials used in the foun
dation and unfavored (azimuth) drive to 
less than one third, it is estimated that 
these costs are halved. A 26%~ed~ction 
in the other two sectors is assumed due to 
n~merous production conveniences made pos
sible by the crossbow design including 
ease of prefabrication. Based on removing 
the shaded area from Fig. 15, a saving of 
26.4% of the cost of heliostats results. 
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(1) Goddard, R. H.: U.S. Patent 1,951,404 

(2) Raser, W.H.: U.S. Pat. ASN 747,561 and 
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(3) Riaz, M.R.: A Theory of Concentrators 
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(4)· Sandia Laboratories: Recommendations 
for the Conceptual Design of the Barstow 
Solar Central Receiver Plant, SAND77-8035 
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Education 

Appendix C. 

SHELDON C. PLOTKIN, Ph.D., & ASSOCIATES 
Systems Engineering Consultants 

9911 West Pico Boulevard, Suite 800 
Los Angeles, California 90035 

(213)277-2793 

RESUME OF SHELDON C. PLOTKIN 

42 

BSEE from the University of Colorado in 1946; BSAeroE from the University of 
Colorado in 1949; and PhDEE from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1956. 

Professional Experience (partial description only) 
Private Consulting Practice -- 1971 to present. 

Alternate energy systems and smog-free engine development.- Accident and safety 
analyses including reconstruction, design, human factors, and mathematical formulation 
for vehicle accidents, highway design, slip and fall accidents, human impact, elec
trical explosions, escalator and elevator safety, produci design, tire failures, 
and criminal evidence. 

RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California -- 1969 to 1971. 
Senior Engineer in the Engineering Sciences Department working on development of 
a variety of systems, including communication and transportation. 

Till~ Systems, Redondo Bea~h, California -- 1967 to 1969. 
Senior Staff Engineer, ESD System Engineering Laboratory, working on automatic 
highway and high speed ground transportation development, large scale failure modes, 
automobile safety studies, and train air suspension. Also worked on numerous 
civil system developments. 

Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California -- 1961 to 1967. 
Staff Engineer for G&C Advanced Systems Laboratory, Research Laboratories (Malib~, 
and Mathematics Consultation Department. Performed dynamic analyses, advanced 
control systems design, communication system analys~s, mathematical modeling, and 
automobile system development. (Originated IR radar concept for vehicle control.) 

University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California -- 1958 to 1961. 
Assistant Professor in charge of both graduate and undergraduate electronics 
courses plus redesign of electrical engineering laboratories. 

Hoffman Electronics Corporation, Los Angeles, California -- 1959 to 1961. 
Consultant in the Communications Systems Department. 

Energy Systems (formerly Levinthal Electronic Products), Palo Alto, Cal ifor
nia -- 1956 to 1958. Senior Project Engineer for design and safety of high voltage, 
high power pulse modulators. 

University of California, Berkeley, California -- 1950 to 1956. 
Teaching Assistant (1950 to 1954) in the EE Department. Project Engineer (1954 
to 1956) for the Cosmic Ray Laboratory in charge of equipment and operation. 

U.S. Naval Air :Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California -- 1949 to 1950. 
Conducted and evaluated missile flight tests as an Aero and Electrical Engineer. 

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Nexico -- 1946 to 1947. 
Design and construction of electronic equipment. 

Professional Affiliations 
Professional Safety Engineer, S.S.S., I.E.E.E., Pi Hu Epsilon, Eta Kappa Nu, 

and Sigma Xi. 

Publications and Seminars 
Many papers and reports in the public literature on various systems engineering 

topics plus several hundred company-private documents. ACCIDENT AND PRODUCT FAILURE 
ANALYSES (book). "Introduction to Accident, Safety, and Forensic Engineering" (seminar) • 

.. 
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RESUME OF JACK R. JENNINGS 

Education 
BSEE in 1952; MSEE in 1953; and PhD Information and Control Engineering 

in 1962, all from the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor. 

Professional Experience (partial description only) 
TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, California -- 1979 - present. 

Senior Project Engineer for the MX missile project. 
Hughes Aircraft Company, Culver City, California -- 1976 - 1979. 

Senior Staff Engineer engaged in mathematical modeling, deriving of Roland 
CW engagement system predictions, and development of CCM techniques for 
the TOW missile system. 

McDonnell Douglas Aircraft.Company, Long Beach, California -- 1975 - 1976. 
Development of algorithms for mechanically positioned tracking radars. 

Litton Industries, Beverly Hi,lls, California -- 1974 - 1975. 
Guidance and Controls Laboratory work on surface effect ships, mathematical 
modeling and control system design. 

McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Long Beach, California -- 1972 - 1974. 
Infrared digital guidance and control technology development plus radar 
algorithms for missile aquisition and tracking. 

Litton Industries, Beverly Hills,, California -- 1971 - 1972. 
Supervisor of Advanced Analysis Controls for AMTD doing analytical 
propulsion design. 

RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California -- 1970 - 197L 
Senior Engineer performing advanced connnunications satellite system analyses 
of adaptive antenna array stability and attitude control and station-keeping 
systems. Contributed a new analysis of stable orbits as well as linear 
induction motor and air cushion analyses for a high speed train application. 

TRW Systems, Redondo Beach, California -- 1967 - 1970. 
Senior Staff Engineer working on dispatching criteria for high speed ground 
transportation development plus longitudinal control of "functional trains". 
Contributed the automatic control system design for the 1-'ashington Subway 
proposal .as well as mathematical modeling for trackinb errors in ASW. 
Performed as Project Manager for design and testing of spacecraft attitude 
control systems using control.moment gyro actuators and strapdown attitude 
reference systems with digital computer data processing and control. 

Hughes Aircraft Company., Culver City, California -- 1964 - 1967. 
Senior Staff Engineer designing on-line computer programs, simulation of 
staging dynamics and attitu.de control system design for various space vehicles. 
Also developed a linear dynamics analysis software program. 

Aerospace Corporation, El Segundo, California -- 1963 - 1964. 
Space Technology Laboratory, Redondo Beach, California -- 1961 - 1963. 

Spacecraft and MIR/V control system development. 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan -- 1954 - 1960. 

Instructor for "Electronic Differential Analyzer", "Instrumentation", 
"Nonlinear Systems", and "Advanced Automatic Control Systems". 

Douglas, Dow-Corning, and Tex'tron -- 1948 - 1954. 
Programming, dielectric testing and vib.ration test equipment development. 

Professional Affiliations 
Sigma Xi, Phi Kappa Phi, Tau Beta Pi, Eta Kappa Nu, Phi Theta Kappa, 

National Honorary Society, and John F. Dodge Fellow. 

Publications and Seminars 
Multitude of company papers and reports on control systems, computer 

programs, and mathematical techniques. UCLA courses "Introduction to Linear 
Control and Systems" and "Nonlinear Differential Equations". 
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RESUME OF WILLIAM H. RASER 

Education 
BSEE in 1942 from Pennsylvania State University; MSAeroE in 1946 from 

New York.University; graduate courses at Yale, USC, and UCLA. 

Professional Experience· (partial description only2_ 
Hughes Helicopters, Culver City, California -- 1915 - present. 

Senior Staff Engineer performing fire control and dynamic systems control 
analyses besides computer simulation and software for hydraulic analyses 
and flight data reduction. Mathematical analyses of g,round resonance 
characteristics and error budgets using covariance propagation techniques 
as well as multi-,channel analyses of random data and stability criteria for 
servos on elastic foundations. 

Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, California -- 1971,2 - 1973,4. 
Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering teaching control systems, 
digital circuits, electric motors and telephone circuits. 

Northrup Corporation, Hawthorne, California -- 1972 - 1973. 
Teaching and consultation to .the Page Communications Company in Teheran, lran. 

Datatrace Incorporated, Carson City Nevada -- 1966 - 1970. 
Consultant responsible for design and production of first low cost graphic 
data digitizing computer peripheral. 

McDonnell Douglas Corporation, Long Beach, California -- 1968 - 1970. 
Senior Staff Engineer performing stability analyses for the DC-10. 

Teledyne Incorporated, Hawthorne, California -- 1966 - 1967. 
Analyses of stationkeeping flight modes for the Sikorsky-IHADDS system. 

Systems Technology Corporation, Hawthorne, California -- 1964 - 1965. 
Senior Engineer performing advanced concepts development studies. 

Hughes Helicopters, Culver City, California -- 1961 - 1964. 
Senior Research Engineer performing advan.ced dynamics control systems analyses. 

Sikorsky Aircraft, Stratford, Connecticut -- 1954 - 1961. 
Supervisor for Preliminary Structural Dynamics. Responsible for all 
analytical and test reques.t operation:;; within the General Design Department 
relating to structural and control dynamics including all aspects. Projects 
involved ground resonance, blade flutter, turbine fuel governing instability, 
servo design and autopilot specification. Also performed work on nuclear 
warhead delivery programs. 

Sperry Gyroscope Company, Long Island, New York -- 1952 - 1954. 
North American Aviation, Downey, California -- 1950 - 1951. 
Link Avi.ation, Binghampton, New York -- 1949 - 1950. 
Boeing Aircraft, Seattle, Washington -- 1947 - 1949. 

Performed numerous tasks having to do with autopilot control, trainer 
development, general control systems, and helicopter aerodynamics analyses. 

Professional Affiliations 
IEEE, Sierra Club, California Solar Energy Association, AIAA, Tau Beta 

Pi, Eta Kappa Nu. 

Publications 
Numerous company documents on control systems and mathematical analyses. 

Several papers in published literature on control theory. one paper on solar 
energy (see Appendix A). FATIGUE OF METALS (book), coauthored, published 
by J. Wiley and Sons. 
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Contract Pricing Proposal 

S.C. Plotkin & Associates 
9911 W. Pico Boulevard, Suite 800 
Los Angeles, California 90035 

Final Output 

(1). Completed 60 W table model crossbow system, heliostats only. 

(2). Microprocessor software program for heliostats control. 

(3). Completely integrated 6 Kw system including ''off the shelf" 
Stirling engine receiver. 

Detailed Description of Cost Elements 

Mirrors 

Computer, peripherals, test accessories 

Motors 

$ 5,000.00 

$25,000.00 

$ 3,500.00 

$1,500.00 

$ 5,000.00 

$ 5 ,ooo·.oo 

. 
Meters and sensors 

Iron and cables 

Miscellaneous 

2. Material overhead 

10% of Direct Material 

3. n·irect Labor 

S.C. Plotkin 

W.R. Raser 

J • R. Jennings 

Machinist 

Production technician 

Estimated Hours 

1,000 hrs @ $25.00/hr. 

2,000 hrs @ $15.00/hr. 

2,000 hrs @ $17.50/hr. 

2,000 hrs @ $10.00/hr. 

2,000 hrs-@ $7.50/hr. 

$45,000.00 

$4,500.00 

Estimated Costs 

$20,000.00 

$30,000.00 

$35,000.00 

$20,000.00 

$15,000.00 

$120,000.00 

l 



4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

-

Labor Overhead 

Engineering Department @ 157% x Direct Labor 

Special Testing 

none 

Special Equipmeat 

Stirling receiver, 6 Kw output 

Travel 

a. Transportation 

(l) Los Angeles 

(2) Los Angeles 

Oakland, 4 @ $118,00 == $ 4-72 

Washington, 4@ $612 = $2448 

b. Per diem 

(1) Oakland, 4@ $70.00 

(2) Washington, 3 x 4@ $70.00 

Consultants 

none 

Other Direct Costs 

none 

Total Direct Cost and Overhead 

General and Administrative Expense 

@ 10% of Direct Labor and Overhead 

Royalties 

none 

Total Estimated Cost 

Profit @ 8% 

Total Estimates Cost and Profit 

= $ 280 

= $ 840 

$188,400.00 

$ 3,500.00 

$ 4,040.00 

$365,440.00 

$ 36,544.00 

$401,984.00 

$ 32,159.00 

~434, 143. 00 

2 
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Business Information' 

S.C. Plotkin & Associates has employed only S.C. Plotkin on a full
time basis for nine (9) years. All Associates, numbering approximately 
twenty (20), have been part-time thus far, contributing specific talents 
to specific short-term projects. Funding of this proposal will allow 
for the following expansion of personnel, facilities, and activities: 

1). Employment of at least seven (7) full-time people as well 
utilizing S.C. Plotkin's services half-time. 

2). Leasing of approximately 2400 sq. ft. of development area 
for an estimated $2400/month. 

3). Aquisition of tools, machinery, and test apparatus for 
the development work proposed. Dr. Jennings and Mr. Raser will 
both loan their lathes, tools, drill press, and personal test 
apparatus to the project. Additional items will be purchased 
with either contract funds or separate financing if necessary. 
(All fabrication over the past two years has been by Mr. Raser 
using his own personal equipment and facilities which will all 
be made available to the project on a loan basis.) 

4). The office manager to be hired for this project will be 

3 

Ms. Angel Gabriella, whose talents besides the entire array of 
office skills required includes intricate welding capability and 
mechanical systems experience. A bookkeeping system compatible 
with Federal Government criteria and requirements will be 
established. 

Previous technical activity of S.C. Plotkin & Associates is reflected 
in the resume' of Dr. Plotkin. Specific civil system activity over the past 
nine (9) years besides solar thermal energy system development and safety 
system analyses includes a cryogenic internal combustion engine modification 
to meet long-term air pollution standards by creating a synthetic atmosphere 
(with Dr. Jennings). Another project is the substantial reduction of freeway 
traffic by increasing vehicle occupancy through use of advanced (and as yet 
untried) human factor techniques.·· Finally, it should be nofed that Mr. Raser 
has developed an advanced Stirling engine/fR~gtPis based upon the 
use of relatively inexpensive bellows rather than pistons. 

Thid proposal is submitted for 
to an unsolicited proposal entitled 
ment". 

Sheldon C. Plotkin, Ph.D., P.E. 
S.C. Plotkin & Associates 

use in connection with and in response 
"Crossbow Controlled Heliostat Develop-

A ~~ ~!!A✓ (j_ ~-~ 
Principle Investigator 

Date ' 
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(57] ABSTRACT 

A system of mirrors which focuses solar radiation onto 

a receiver by means of controlled flexural deformations 

of supporting beams using controls which tilt the mir

rors with respect to the beams. This combination of 

flexure and tilt causes the mirrors to track the sun using 

an inexpensive system of controls. The use of cables, of 

parts which can have shorter ranges of operation and of 

fewer controls than conventional heliostats all contrib

ute to cost reductions. 

13 Oaims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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SUNLIGHT CONCENTRATOR FOR ENERGY 
CONVERSION 

instead of gears, long beams instead of heavy individual 
pedestals, etc. · 

A very simple analogy for indicating the potential 
economy of the invention is the boom of a simple sail-This application is a continuation-in-part of my co

pending application Ser. No. 747,561 filed Dec. 16, 
1976, now abandoned, carrying the same title as this 
application. 

Reference Cited: U.S. Pat. Nos. 
1,951,404; March, 1934; Goddard; 126/270 
3,872,854; March, 1975; Raser; 126/270 

s boat. Sailors today control the azimuth angle of the 
boom very well using a cable attached to the tip of this 
boom. However, if, instead, a strong gearbox were 
introduced between the mast and the boom so that the 
sailor introduced the desired angle of the boom by 

3,009,391; November, 1961; Zagieboylo et al.; 1353/3 
3,905,352; September, 1975; Jahn; 126/270 · 
Also co-pending Application Ser. No. 747,561. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

10 means of a crank without use of cables, the gears in the 
gearbox would be large and expensive and the sailboat 
would cost more. One reason why a cable drive is less 
expensive than a gear drive is its adaptability to attach
ment out of the point of maximum movement where the 

15 mechanical advantage is greatest and the forces in-
1. Field of the Invention volved become the smallest. 
This invention relates to equipment which produces Additional objectives include prefabrication capabil-

heat from reflected sunlight. One use for this heat is the ity if not outright mobility, suitability in high winds and 
generation of electric power. adaptability to unprepared ground. The latter refers to 

2. Description of the Prior Art 20 grading and other physical preparation only; prepara-
Solar power plants confront the designer with three tion in the form of surveying and mapping will still be 

major challenges, namely, the need to (1) minimize cost required. This is because the operation of the servo-
in order to be . competitive, (2) achieve accuracy in mechanisms involves computer usage, i.e., some of the 
order for high radiation concentration to permit high 

25 
topographical data for the site will be stored and used 

efficiency in the thermal conversion process, and (3) by a computer. 
obtain stability in spite of possible strong winds. This The use of cables is essential to achieving the primary 
invention is an improvement with respect to all three objectives. Goddard has employed structure with flex-
because it (1) reduces the requirements for precise and ural deformation which satisfies optical requirements 
expensive parts such as gears, (2) obtains leverage by 30 and which is provided by cables. In other words, God-
using tracking drives with greater mechanical advan- dard used cables to achieve economical construction of 
tage, and (3) utilizes the stabilizing effects of base struc- a mirror strip having adjustable horizontal curvature. 
ture breadth and viscous damping. My U.S. Pat. No. 3,872,854 disclosed mirror structure 

At present, large mirrors, which are called heliostats with torsional deformation implemented using cables. It 
when positioned to track the sun, are mounted on ped- 35 enabled economical adjustment in the other direction, 
estals with two directions of position control. These e.g., in elevation rather than in azimuth control. A fur-
two directions of control correspond to position angles ther objective of the present invention is to obtain con-
known as azimuth and elevation position angles (like a struction which provides economical adjustment (track-
telescope). The controls and drives which impose these ing control) in both azimuth and elevation. 
two tracking angles consist of two geared motor sys- 40 
terns (servomechanisms). These servomechanisms can 
be large and expensive if wind imposes appreciable 
loading. A thousand or more heliostats may be used; the 
cost of their controls and drives (servomechanisms) has 
been over ! of all concentrator costs. 45 

FEATURES OF THE INVENTION 

My invention reduces the number of azimuth servo
mechanisms required to a number which is less than the 
number of heliostats. The arrangement of the heliostats so 
is as if shafts forming elevation angle axes were laid end 
to end. This array of shaft lengths is implemented by 
using a flexible or slightly elastic beam. This beam could 
be initially straight and then deformed in place by 
means of cables at the tips with reels to introduce ten- ss 
sion into the cables. Hydraulic expanders inside the 
beam cause local stiffness increases in a way which 
manipulates the distribution of curvature of the beam. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 60 
The primary object of this invention is to provide the 

high concentration of sunlight required for efficient 
energy conversion-using fewer and less expensive com
ponents. This objective is implemented in two ways. 
First, the array of heliostats is configured to permit the 65 
use of both fewer and smaller tracking servomecha
nisms, e.g., smaller total output range requirements. 
Second, less expensive components are used, e.g., cables 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ORA WINGS 

One exemplary but not-specifically-limiting embodi
ment of the invention is illustrated five figures of the 
accompanying two sheets of drawing, in which: 

FIG. 1 is a plan view of the solar power plant with 
some parts cut away. 

FIG. 2 is an elevation view of this plant. 
FIG. 3 is a partial section elevation view along the 

line 3-3 of FIG. 1. FIG. 3 shows mainly a generally 
concentric relationship between primary structure and 
some supported elements. 

FIG. 4 is a part of the FIG. 1 view showing some 
additional details of a slightly different embodiment. 

FIG. 5 is a combination of schematic and plan view of 
details of the more important control elements in both 
the azimuth drive means (shown above line B-B) and 
the elevation drive means (shown below line B:-B). 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

The primary structures forming the heliostat mirror 
mountings are leaf springs. Each such spring consists of 
two parallel steel bars 1 fixed to a structural base 2 at 
one end and separated by a thin spacer, 3 at the other. 
Although not shown, additional spacers may be re
quired for support at stations where bearings 4 are 
placed around the bars. Elsewhere between the bars are 
located a plurality of hydraulic pads 5 along the length. 
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4 
tional similar leaf springs cantilevered toward the left 
hand side. Therefore, two points exist where a leaf 
spring extends outward in both directions. Such points 
are center points for pairs of cantilevered beams; such 
pairs resemble the beams of crossbow weapons and are 
called crossbow beams. 

As shown in FIG. 4, a second embodiment of the 
invention differs from the first primarily in that the two 
center points are hinge points instead of fixed crossbeam 
attachments. Each hinge consists of a vertical pin 20 
serving as a vertical axis about which a pair of leaf 
springs can rotate. This pair of leaf springs consists of 
four bars 1, 1. However, since this second method of 
fabrication involves use of bars having this full (double) 

Each hydraulic pad 5 is actually a small high-pressure 
bellows connected to a pressure line 6. Each of these 
lines is pressurized by a variable pressure control 7 
which is supplied by a hydraulic reservoir 8. Each pad 
controls the separation distance between the bars at the 5 
station where it is located and enough pads are used to 
match accurately any desired distribution of separation 
distance along the length. Since the flexural section 
moment of inertia is proportional to the square of the 
distance separating the centroids of the two bars and 10 
since the curvature per unit of moment applied is in
versely proportional to this section property, the distri
bution of slope is controlled by these hydraulic compo
nents 5, 6, 7, and 8. This type of control requires sensing 
and computing means. 15 length of the crossbow beams, each of what would be 

called a pair of springs in the first embodiment is now a 
single leaf spring having two leaves. The length of each 
of these leaves corresponds to twice that of a bar 1 in 

The leaf spring in the upper part of FIG. 1 has an eye 
9a at its free end. This particular leaf spring is shown 
with curvature in the direction which corresponds to 
the case of no applied moment. A positioning motor 10 
and a cable 11 are attached to eye 9a and apply tension 20 
and resulting bending moments. 

The lower part of FIG. 1 shows another leaf spring 
which is complete and which carries eye 9b at its tip. 
Due to tension in a cable 11 to this eye, this particular 
leaf spring is forced to curve inward. With the proper 25 
separation distance between the pair of bars 1, 1 as 
determined by controlled pad pressure, the shape of the 
curve is that of part of a conic section (usually an el
lipse). 

By means of bearings 4, 4, three sleeves 12, 12 are 30 
mounted on each leaf spring between the base and the 
tip. At each place where there sleeves meet, a connect
ing link 13 having its length controlled by a small motor 
spans the distance between connecting points on each of 
the two confronting sleeves to introduce differential 35 
sleeve rotations. These variable-length links, together 
with protruding fingers or whatever serves as connect
ing points for these links, constitute differential gear 
mechanisms or the equivalent. The differential sleeve 
rotations are just like differential elevation angles for 40 
whatever is mounted on the sleeves. In airplanes, vari
able length links employing motor driven turnbuckles 
are used to rotate trim tabs and ailerons. 

The rotation angle of each innermost sleeve is deter
mined by a positioning motor 14 and its driven sprocket 45 
15. Therefore if the two interfacing link mechanisms 13, 

the first embodiment. A pair of these leaves is now 
called a hinged beam. As a consequence of the hinges at 
the beam. midpoints, these beams can now be flexed to 
perfect optical alignment of all mirrors 16, 16. Perfect 
optical alignment means that, for any position of the 
sun, a sunbeam coµiing to the center of every mirror 16 
will be reflected toward the center of the receiver 17. In 
other words, the azimuth and elevation angles of each 
mirror must be unique functions of sun position. 

Consider the case where the sun is directly overhead. 
In this case, the beam tips are pulled inward strongly 
and the pads are programmed to cause uniform curva
ture. In other words, each leaf spring beam forms an arc 
of a circle of some radius R. The differential sleeve 
angles are set to zero and the most inboard sleeves are 
set at half the angle whose tangent is R/h where h is the 
tower height. Another simple example is where the sun 
and the receiver are both very low; in this case, the leaf 
spring beams must be shaped into parabolas. For inter
mediate positions of the sun, perfect optical alignment 
will require each hinged beam to conform to the shape 
of part of an ellipse. 

The reason for this can be demonstrated using the 
laws of physics. At each point where optical reflection 
occurs, the angle of incidence equals the angel of reflec
tion. Because of this equality, any surface capable of 
reflecting all parallel radiation (such as direct sunlight, 
approximately) onto a target point T must be a parabo-
loid of revolution having its axis both intersecting T and 
being parallel to the sunlight. Therefore, every mirror 
must have the azimuth and elevation angles at its center 

13 introduce differential (incremental) sleeve rotations, 
the tilting of the outermost sleeve about the longitudinal 
axis of the leaf spring will be an innermost sleeve angle 
plus two incremental sleeve rotations. SO point, P equal to the azimuth and elevation angles of a 

plane tangent at P to a paraboloid satisfying the follow
ing three conditions: (l) it intersects P, (2) it has an axis 
TS where Sis the center of the sun, and (3) it has a focal 

A mirror 16 is fixed to each sleeve. With this arrange
ment, the mirrors are able to concentrate sunlight on a 
central receiver 17 on top of a tower 18 which rests on 
the base 2. To do this, each mirror must be tilted to the 
correct 'elevation (sleeve rotation) angle, the length of 55 

· the leaf spring immediately supporting each sleeve 12 
must have the correct azimuth angle, and there must be 
no significant vibrations due to the wind. A viscous 
damper 19 is inserted between the outermost sleeve and 
the tip of the leaf spring to suppress torsional vibrations. 60 
Such a device is the angular equivalent of a dashpot or 
shock absorber. Likewise, viscous circuitry of a similar 
nature can be introduced into the pad lines 6, 6 to sup
press horizontal plane vibrations. The spring bars 1, l 
are very stiff in the vertical direction. 65 

FIG. l shows two leaf springs cantilevered from the 
base 2 toward the right hand side. It also shows parts of 
four bars l which are intended to represent two addi-

length extending from its vertex to T. It is possible to 
calculate all the azimuth and elevation angles along the 
beam from these conditions and from the fact that the 
beam centerline is a continuous curve. 

This beam centerline lies in a horizontal plane. For 
perfect optical alignment, the shape of this beam center
line must be such that every mirror azimuth angle must 
coincide with that of the tangent to the beam centerline 
at the mirror centerpoint. Therefore, the conditions for 
perfect optical alignment are satisfied provided the 
beam. centerline fits the desired curve, provided each 
bearing 4 is mounted concentric to the beam centerline 
and provided there is very small separation distance 
between each two bearings 4, 4 on which is mounted 
each sleeve 12. 

• 
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As long as each beam remains in one plane, the shape I claim: 

of its desired centerline curve is always known. From J. A heliostat orienting system, including: 
analytic geometry, it is known that the intersection of a base means; 
paraboloid and a plane is a conic. In general, this conic azimuth orienting means including a first horizontal 
takes the form of an ellipse. Enough hydraulic pads 5, 5 S arm supported by said base at a first point on said 
are employed to caause the shape of each beam to be a arm, for movement of points on said arm, remote 
close approximation to a part of whatever desired el- from said first point, only in a horizontal plane; 
lipse corresponds to a give sun position. As the direc- elevation orienting means including a first sleeve 
tion of the sun changes, the parameters defining each encircling said first horizontal arm and rotatably 
ellipse change. At the same time, the servomechanisms 10 supported therefrom for rotation thereabout; 
13, 14 which control elevation angles (sleeve rotations) a source of control signals; 
are equally busy. In this way, perfect optical alignment azimutal drive means supported by said base means, 
is theoretically possible and is actually closely approxi- coupled to said first horizontal arm and responsive 
mated. to signals from said source for positioning each 

Other embodiments are obvious. Higher concentra- IS point along said first horizontal arm at a desired 
tions can be achieved by having more than three mir- azimuthal position; and 
rors on each side of a beam, by having more than two elevational drive means supported from said base 
beams, and, sometimes, by having the receiver at other 
than the center location of the base. For simplicity, the means coupled to said first sleeve and responsive to 
unloaded centerlines of all beams can be straight lines 20 signals from said sources for positioning any point 
and the sensing devices for angle position control can be on said first sleeve at a desired elevational angle. 
a combination of optical (photovoltaic) and mechanical 2. A system according to claim 1 including, in addi-
(wire reeling) means. tion, a light reflector affixed to said first sleeve and 

rotatable therewith. 
A minimum of four such photovoltaic optical sensing 

means are required. One of the four is a combined re- 2S 3. A system according to claim 1 in which said first 
fleeted image lower edge position sensor 21. The other horizontal arm is flexible in the horizontal plane only 
three sense the upper, left and right edges of the combi- and said azimuthal drive means causes flexure thereof. 
nation of images. Each of these four sensors supplies 4- A system according to claim 3 in which said first 
half of a differential signal to an amplifier 22 which arm comprises a leaf spring. 
drives a servomechanism-type motor 10, 14. These ser- 30 5. A system according to claim 1 which includes, in 
vomechanism-type motors perform not only as drives addition, a plurality of sleeves encircling said first hori-
for the heavily loaded part of the control system but zontal arm and means for intercoupling, in angularly 
also as reference sources for the rest of the control adjustable fashion, said plurality and said first sleeve. 
system. That is, all other (non-servomechanism type) 6. A system according to claim 5 in which each of 
motors 5, 13 are controlled by signals which are gener- 35 said plurality of sleeves and said first sleeve has a solar 
ated as computer output; to help obtain and to check energy reflector affixed thereto for rotation therewith. 
this output, the position of each servomechanism-type 7. A system according to claim 1 in which said first 
motor is monitored by a sensor 23 which feeds position horizontal arm is a leaf spring, said leaf spring comprises 
data to the computer. juxtaposed first and second beams, and incremental 

In certain types of control systems, the sequence of 40 arm-flexing means are interposed between said first and 
feedbacks is important. Azimuth control can be charac- second beams along their lengths. 
terized by assigning primary status to control of the 8. A system according to claim 7 which includes, in 
.beam tip positions 9, 9 (by means of cables 11, 11) and addition, hydraulic actuating means coupled to said 
secondary status to the beam curvature (by means of incremental arm-flexing means. 
pads 5, 5). Elevation control proceeds in the opposite 45 9. A system according to claim 1 in which cable 
direction, i.e., from base 2 to tip 9; this is because the means are connected to the outer extremity of said first 
motor 14 has absolute control of the innermost sleeve 12 horizontal arm for flexing of said arm. 
whereas increased proximity to the tip introduced pro- JO. A system according to claim 9 which includes, in 
gressively more dependence upon other sleeve posi- addition, means for tensioning said cable. 
tions. Therefore, for these and other reasons, if the true 50 11. A field of helisotats comprising: 
continuous nature of the controls is ignored, the control a first platform which establishes a first horizontal 
operations can be approximated by an analogous se- axis, 
quence of four steps as follows: first, the tips of the a second platform which establishes a second hori-
beams are like platforms which are rotated to the de- zontal axis, 
sired azimuth angles; second, the inboard sections are ss a means for moving the said first platform so that its 
similarly positioned; third, the inboard sleeves are tilted first horizontal axis has a desired azimuth angle, 
so their mirrors have the correct elevation angles; ti- a means for moving the said second platform relative 
nally, the outermost mirror elevations are set. There- to said first platform so that the difference between 
fore, an outer and inner section of a beam can be called their two horizontal axes is a desired azimuth incre-
a first and second platform, respectively, and an inner 60 ment, this azimuth increment resulting from the 
and outer sleeve can be called a first and second mirror, curvature of a flexed beam, 
respectively. a first mirror mounted on said second platform for 

While particular embodiments of my invention have rotation about its horizontal axis, 
been shown and described, it will be obvious to those a second mirror mounted on said first platform for 
skilled in the art that changes and modifications may be 65 rotation about its horizontal axis, 
made without departing from my invention in its a means for rotating the said first mirror about its 
broader aspects, and, therefore, it is the aim of the horizontal axis so that its elevation angle has a 
claims to cover all such changes and modifications. desired value, 
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a means for rotating the said second mirror about its 
horizontal axis so that the difference between the 
elevation angle of the second mirror and the eleva
tion angle of the first mirror has a desired value, 
this difference being observable as a twisting incre• S 
ment about a flexed beam, and 

control means for four said means so that said mirrors 
will continuously focus sunlight onto a fixed re
ceiver. 
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12. The sunlight concentrator of claim 11 in which 
said first platform is the tip of a leaf spring and said 
second platform is an intermediate station along the 
length of this leaf spring. 

13. The sunlight concentrator of claim 11 in which 
the means for moving the said first platform is a cable 
connected to a motor, said first platform being stabi
lized by a viscous damping means. 

• • • • • • 

• 
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[57] ABSTRACT 

An array of mirrors for focusing the sun's rays onto a 
steam-generating boiler. Mirrors are mounted on a 
large ring to serve as a variable-focal-length parabolic 
reflector. A second reflector with versatile position 
control is used in focusing sunlight onto a boiler which 
occupies a fixed position relative to the ground. 
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SUNLIGHT CONCENTRATOR FOR ENERGY 
CONVERSION 

This invention relates to equipment which draws en

ergy from reflected sunlight. One purpose is the gener

ation of electric power from steam. A second purpose 

has to do with other methods of energy conversion. 

As oil becomes less plentiful. greater need for solar 

power is being recognized. One of the results of this 

recognition has been increased efforts to reduce the 

cost of producing photovoltaic cells. At present. these 

efforts have not been fruitful as solar cell power still 

costs over one hundred times the cost of power genera

tion by other methods. Therefore. a non-thermal use 

for this sunlight concentrator could be to reduce the 

required size and, hence, cost of photovoltaic cells 

whenever they are used. 
Another result of this recognition has been the devel

opment of wavelength discriminating materials known 

as selective surfaces. Selective surfaces can be used to 

increase the ratio of absorbed energy to the lost or 

emitted energy when a body is placed in sunlight. They 

do this by being selective with respect to radiation fre

quency pr wavelength. Approximately 90'7c of the solar 

spectrum is at wavelengths shorter than 1.3 microns. 

whereas the escaping radiation is infrared and occurs 

almost entirely at wavelengths above 1.3 microns. 

Thus. selective surfaces applied to a boiler in sunlight 

can increase the temperature because they can receive 

energy easily like a black body but avoid excessive 

emission losses by having outgoing radiation character

istics like that of a white body. The combination of a 

selective surface and a sunlight concentration is espe

cially effective in producing high temperatures at a 

boiler. 
The primary object of this invention is to provide sus

tained optical concentration of sunlight required for 

efficient energy conversion using a heat-absorbing sur

face in a fixed position. Since the sun position changes, 

this requires suitably controlled movements of reflect

ing surfaces. 
The secondary object of this invention is to permit· 

economical installation in remote and rugged areas. In 

some remote areas. many telephone poles have been 

installed easily into hand-dug holes by helicopter; a 

similar structure could have its installation problem 

solved the same way. A shank-base type of structure is 

therefore desirable. Also. the number of mechanical 

moving parts should either be a minimum or be inex

pensi\'e to produce and to assemble. 
Some arrid regions experience sandstorms which ad

versely affect the optical properties of glass. Therefore, 

another object is to provide a means for covering all re

flecting surfaces whenever a sandstorm alert signal is 

rec_eived. 
A first exemplary, non-specifically-limiting embodi

ment of the invention is illustrated in two figures of the 

accompanying page of drawing. 
FIG. I is an elevation showing rays of sunlight com

ing past a points. being rcllected by mirrors a,b, being 

reflected a second time by a mirror I 0, and being fo

cused on an absorbing surface 11. 
FIG. 2 is a perspective view from a slightly different 

direction from that of FIG. I and with some parts cut 

away, including some of the mirrors represented by a,b 

in FIG. 1. 

2 
A second exemplary. non-specifically-limiting em

bodiment is illustrated in FIG. 3 on an accompanying 

second page of drawing. 
FIG. 3 is an elevation view showing parts of the sec

s ond embodim.:nt which differ from those shown in FIG. 

2. 
The structural base of the apparatus is a vertical mast 

12 with its lower end mounted in the ground or imbed

ded in concrete. Attached to this mast are two hub 

10 discs 13,14, a platform 15 between these discs. and a 

flange _16 above them. On top of the mast is nwunted 

the heat-absorbing surface 11 which may be the surface 

of a boiler used to generate steam. Running lengthwise 

through the nrnst and thermally insul.ited from it is a 

15 steampipc 17 or other means of transmitting heat en

ergy from the absorbing surface. 
By means of long tension rods 18, 18 and hearing 

plates 19, 19, a large tubular ring 20 is held in a non

vertical plane concentric to the masc The structural ar-

20 rangement of this combination of discs, rods and ring 

is very similar to the arrangement of hub flanges, 

spokes and rim of a bicycle wheel except that the bear

ing plates I 9, 19 allow one degree of freedom between 

the ring, 20 and rods 18, 18 that does not exist between 

25 the rim and the spokes of a bicycle wheel. This degree 

of freedom is a simultaneous rotation of every cross 

section of the ring by some angl~. q, with no change in 

the location of the ring 20 or of the bearing plates 19. 
19. This angle change, q, is called the imersion angle 

30 and is permitted by one bearing in each bearing plate 

19. 
The design of the ring reflects two important features 

of this embodiment. First, in order to have large power 

generating capacity. the ring must be large. Second, in 
35 order to change a certain optical characteristic which 

is analogous to a focal length, the elastic properties of 

the ring must be such that in\'ersion angle change is fa. 

cilitated; that is. it must be possible for the torsional re
sistance to change of <b to be overcome by a control 

40 motor 21 with sheave 22, a belt 23, and a large sheave 

24 mounted on some section of the ring. This motor is 

mounted on platform 15. Accurately mounted on the 

ring are a number of mirrors. 25, 25. 
Rotatably mounted around the mast in horizontal 

45 planes is a plate 26, and a swivel 27; these are sup

ported by the upper disc 14 and the flange 16. respec

tively. To each of these is attached a pin, pin 28 and pin 

29, respectively. A boom 30 is rotatably mounted on 

pin 28 and carries a control motor 31 and a large re-

SO flector 10. This could be a slightly conc,ive reflector 

but usually is just a plane mirror with the reflecting side 

toward the mast. It is mounted to rotate about a hori

zontal axis by means of two bearings 32, 32 on the 

boom 30. Measuring from a position where the reflect-
55 

ing side is downward, the position angle of this reflector 

is /3 and is controlled by the motor 31. 
The elevation angle of the boom is called 8. This 

angle is controlled by a control motor 33 which has its 

60 shaft available at both ends. On each end is a small 

drum 34, 34. This motor is mounted on plat..: 26. Each 

small drum winds up a cable 35, 35 which is attached 

to the boom 30. On the wav to the boom. these cables 

run over idler pulleys 36, J-6 mounted on pin 29. 

The vertical plane containing the elevation angle, IJ 
65 

is at some azimuth angle, 1)1 about the mast. Thi, angle 

is the position of the length of plate 26. It is also the 

angle of the swivel 27 because of tension on the cables 
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35, 3S. To control 1/,, a second double-ended control 

motor 37 is mounted on the plate. Each end also has a 

cable-wound drum 38, 38; the cable to these drums en

gages the outer surface of the upper disc 14. Since this 

disc is fixed to the mast and since the two drums 38, 38 

are wound in opposite directions. the azimuth angle of 

the boom is controlled by the motor 37 and its cable 

39. 
Some regions having an abundance of sunshine are 

desert regions noted for having troublesome sand

storms. Covers 40, 40 are sometimes needed on these 

occasions to protect the large mirror IO and the many 

small mirrors 25, 25 from surface erosion. Each of 

these covers hangs from one edge of the mirror which 

it covers; when its mirror rotates to the proper angle, 

each cover will be resting on top of its mirror. Reversals 

of these rotations will uncover the mirrors. A mecha

nism for tying down these covers is not shown. 

The controls for the four control motors are located 

in a control box 41. Since each motor is a servomecha

nism, it nulls at some electrical representation (analog 

or digital) of desired angle which is computed inside 

the control box. The motor wires are not shown. Also 

inside the box are batteries. clocks and small comput

ing circuits. 
There are two general ways in which the above four 

desired angle functions can be controlled, namely, 

mostly open loop controls and mostly closed loop con

trols. Table I summarizes how the open loop functions 

are, obtained. In this table. time represents time of year 

as well as time of day; i.e .. it includes all information 

about the position of the sun with respect to the loca

tion of the mast at any time. A fifth angle function, 

which is called teetering angle is included in this table 

but is listed in parentheses because it is not a part of 

this first embodiment. 

Channel Angle Independent 

or Motor Controlled Variables 

4 

If closed loop controls are selected. one or more of 

the above angle funqions are determined instead by 

feedbacks of differential photoelectric signals in a man-

5 ner known to those familiar with the art. In either case. 

photoelectric thresholds may be used for turning on 

and off the servos and wind velocity sensors could be 

used to trigger suitable mirror-covering sequences. 

In this first embodiment, the ring 20 must be large 

10 but slender to permit generating. say, 25 kilowatts of 

electrical energy; the ring might need to have a radius 

of 35 feet but have a cross section diameter of only 

one-half inch. The allowahk limit of cross section has 

to do with elastic properties of the ring material which 

15 could be steel. 
It has been pointed out that the elastic properties of 

the ring must not prevent control motor 21 from satis

fying the required <f> condition. This required condition 

is given by equations ( I ) and ( 2 ). where Lis a function 

20 of 0 and. hence, of sun position. To illustrate the prob

lem, consider a ring design that is not acceptable. An 

unacceptable ring 20 is one having zero residual 

stresses at any value of <b. 
To consider why a ring with the above dimensions 

25 and with zero initial stresses would be unacceptable. 

consider 180° of inversion angle at one station; that is. 

rotate one single cross section of the ring by one half 

revolution. Consider what would happen if all cross 

sections followed by rotating 180° in the same way a 

30 rubber band can sometimes be inverted by twisting just 

one section. The innermost fiber around the ring and 

the outermost fiber around the ring would exchangt: di

mensions. the maximum strain would be 0.000903, the 

maximum stress would be 26.200 psi and the total work 
35 done on the ring would be 37.7 in. lbs. During this half 

rotation. a peak torque of 18.8 lb.in. is required. A tor

sion bar with this section and with a length equal to one 

quadrant of this ring has a torsional stiffness of 42.0 

lb.in./radian. From these torques, it can be shown that 
40 almost half a radian of lost inversion angle could occur 

Azimuth ob time ( also T ) --------------------- at some mirror on the ring that is remote from the sec

Boom pitch ti time ( also T ) 

Reflector angle /3 8 

lm,ersion angle q, 8 

(Teetering angle (T) (time) 

tion where the inverting torque is applied. In other 

words. the mirrors would not operate to provide a uni

form focal length. 

-------------------...--- 45 An entirely different situation occurs if the ring is 

Table I. Controlled Angle Functions 

All of these angles except T are changing constantly 

because the sun changes position. They can be under

stood by considering all mirrors except the upper mir

ror 10 to form a reflector which is approximately equiv

alent to one big parabolic mirror having a focal length 

· L, where, from FIG. 1, 

L =cd+ Te 
(I) 

In other words, the azimuth control aims to keep the 

sun s, the center of the equivalent parabolic mirror c 

and the center of the reflector d all in one plane. The 

:pitch control conforms to the angle of incidence. angle 

see which must be equal to the angle of reflection. angle 

ecd. A similar incidence-reflection condition deter

mines /3. And finally, 

cli = L tan 2<1> 
(2) 

fabricated from a tube of the correct circumferential 

length with its ends cut at exactly right angles from its 

length and held at perfect facing while they are welded 

together. Such a tube will have residual hoop strt:sses 

SO proportional to ring radius minus mean radius; i.e .. the 

outer fiber will be in tension and the innermost fiber 

will be in compression. If this ring is made of perfectly 

elastic material. inverting either one or all cross sec-

55 tions will cause a net change of total strain energy of 

zero. In this case. the causes of inversion angle errors 

will be minor caust:s like bearing friction and metal hys

teresis. A ring fabricated in this way would be accept

able. 

60 A ring that is acceptable is so because it responds to 

control motor 21 in an acceptable way. i.e .. it changes 

the inversion angle. <b of all mirrors 25,B equally or al

most e4ually. If all mirrors have the same inversion an

gle. reasonably accuratt: focusing is possible and L can 

65 be controlled to conform to equation (I). This means 

that the boiler can remain in a fixed position and rc

ccive·a heavy concentration of sunlig.ht for all sun posi

tfrins relative to the earth as long ;1s the 1/i, IJ, µ, and <b 
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controls are maintaining their intended or computed 
positions. 

The above discussion has involn:d the inversion an
gle, <f, to a large extent whercas implcmcntation of ,JJ, 
6 and /3 controls has heen gi\"en littk attcntion. This is 
only because the in\"crsion angle is more difficult and 
expensi\"e to implement: it is not bccause it is any more 
important than the othcr three angles from an accuracy 
standpoint. In fact. for a number of reasons includinc 
the impossibility of perfect focusing even if <f> were uni
form. accurate <!> control is not essential: for this rea
son, a certain amount of torsional flexibility in the ring 
can be tolerated. But limits to smallness of ring cross 
section exist and are related to the amount of wiml ve
locity that can be tolerated. 

A first embodiment of this invention has been de
scribed. It achieves simplicity by having a number of 
mirrors 25,25, each ri1:idlv attached to a section of a 
large slender ring. 20~ It ·ac:hie,es this simplidty he
cause. although there may he many such mirrors. there 
may be a fewer number of places awund the ring where 
it is necessary to control the twist ,mgle or inversion 
angle of the cross section of the ring and still provide 
a correc,t and reasonably accurate focal length. Indeed. 
FIG. 2 illustrates only one such place for control. 
namely, the cross section where sheave 24 is attached. 

A second embodiment can be , isualized easilv be
cause it is an obvious alternative to the above m~thod 
of achieving control of <b without requiring a separate 
motor for every one of the many mirrors 25,25. It re
sults from five changes to the first embodiment as fol

lows: 
I. Many sheaves like sheave 24 are provided, one for 

each mirror 25. 
2. Instead of being driven by a drum like drum 22, ca

bles like cable 23 are wrapped around mast 12, one end 
clockwise and the other end counterclockwise. 

3. Control motor 21 is located on the ground in such 
a way as to be able to impose an in-plane displacement 
of the ring up to an amount 1-imited bv excessive tensitin 
in rods 18,18. · 

4. Instead of being mounted rigidly on a section of 
ring 20, each of the mirrors 25,25 is fixed to its driving 
sheave and the two, together, are mounted on bearings 
around ring 20. 

5. Bearings 19,19 are eliminated. 
The combination of these five changes produces no 

change in the overall result, namely. that motor 21 has 
control of focal length L by changing the tilt angle <!> of 
each mirror 25. To best understand this, it is necessary 
to visualize the above-mentioned in-plane displace
ment of the ring. 

To do this, consider the ring 20 and rods 18,18 to be 
like the hub and spokes of a bicycle wheel. respec
tively. In a bicycle wheel. the spokes are not perfectly 
radial but tend to form triangles. These triangles add 
in-plane rigidity to the wheel: without this rigidity in a 
bicycle wheel, the bicycle rider who applied his brakes 
at the hub would discover that the rim would advance 
slightly ahead of hub rotation and this might cause ex
cessive spoke tension. The resulting winding up of the 
rim relative to the hub is called in-plane displacement. 
In this embodiment. it is important that the rods arc ra
dial and that a small amount of in-plane displacement 
is allowed to occur. 

If, say. five degrees of in-plane displacement angle 
are imposed by a ground-mounted control motor. each 

6 
combination of sheave 24 .md mirror 25 will tilt bv 
some amount; if the diameter of sheave 24 is the sam~ 
as the outside <li,1111eter of mast 12, this amount of 
change of tilt would also he five degrees. This rdation-

5 ship results from the way the cables like cahlc 23 ,in: 
wrapped around mast 12: i.e .. one end is wrapped one 
way and the other end the other way. 

An example of causing something to rotate by means 
of a cable having ends wrapped .,round drums in 11ppo-

lO site directions has already been desc:ribed: it was used 
to rotate plate 26 relative to disc (sheave) 1-1 by c:ahlc 
39 wrapped oppositely around two drums 38,38. In the 
second embodiment, the mast 12 mope rates with 
sheave 24 in the same manner as drums 38,38 cooper-

15 ated with disc 14. 
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The above paragr:1phs describe the second emhodi
ment in terms of how it differs from the first cmhodi• 
ment. In the parngraphs which follow. the second em
bodiment is described in detail by means of an indepcn-
dent cxpbnati11n using FIG. 3. 

The structural hase of the apparatus is a vertical mast 
12 with its lower end mounted in the ground. Rigidly 
attached to this mast in horizontal planes arc a lower 

25 
hub disc, an upper hub disc 14, a bearing on the upper 
hub disc to support a rotatable plate 26, and a flange 
to support a swivel means. At the top of the mast is 
mounted a boiler. 

By means of tension rods 18, 18 which are attached 

30 to the upper and lower hub discs and which lie in planes 
that are purely radial to the mast 12, a large ring 20 is 
held in a horizontal plane concentric to the mast. The 
arrangement of this combination of discs. rods and ring 
is very similar to the arrangement of hub flanges. 

35 spokes and rim of a bicycle wheel except that the 
purely radial rods 18 allow one mode of freedom that 
does not exist between the rim and the non-radial 
spokes of a bicycle wheel. This mode of freedom is an 
in-plane rotational advancement of the ring by some 

40 angle. a as the rod positions become non-radial. This 
is permitted by some stretching of the rods 18, 18. 

A number of mirrors 25. 25 are mounted on the ring 
20 for rotation about lines tangent to the central fiber 
of the ring. If the ring is tu hular so as to have no central 

45 fiber. the axis of rotation of each mirror is the axis of 
the cylinder formed by neglecting the curvature of a 
small confronting segment of the ring. A sheave or pul
ley 24 is attached to the mounting structure at each 
mirror 25 and is concentric to the axis of the small con-

SO fronting segment of ring. A radial cable or belt Bb en
gages or wraps around pulley 24. The array of mirrors 
2S, 25 form a large concave reflector. Therefore. the 
effect of increasing or decreasing the radial distance 
from the mast 12 of a point on the radial cable 23b is 

55 to change the effective focal length of this large sun
light reflector by means of a change of an angle. <f> of 
the position of each mirror 25. 

60 

There is one radial cable 23b for each ring-mounted 
mirror 25. One end of each radial cable 23b is attached 
to the mast using a clockwise-wrapping means and the 
other e_nd uses a counterclockwise attachment in plan 
view. The clockwise dir.ection is reserved for ends com
ing in from one din:ction only. Therefore, ifan in-plane 
rotational aJvancemen t of the ring occur5 relative to 

65 h t e mast. one end of each radial cable 23b will tighten 
and the other end of it will loosen; therefore. the inver
sion angle cf, of each mirror will change. 
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At one point on the ring 20, there is an attachment 

means for a tangential cable 23a. This tangentinl cable 

is driven by a focal length control motor 21 which 

drives pulley 22 and which may be mounted on the 

ground. To the extent that the control motor can over

come the tension on the radial rods 18, 18, the ring 20 

is forced into some in-plane displacement, pulley 24 is 

turned to some angle, </>, and focal length can be ad

justed. 
An intermediate reflector is needed to redirect onto 

the boiler the sunlight coming from the mirrors 25, 25. 

This intermediate reflector is mounted on a boom JO 

which is hinged at plate 26 and supported by the swivel 

means associated with the flange on the mast. A control 

motor 37 on the plate 26 uses the rim of the upper hub 

disc 14 to control the azimuth angle. 1/J of the boom JO. 

Two other control motors are used to focus the sunlight 

on the boiler. one to control the elevation or pitch an

gle, 8 of the boom 30 and the other to control the angle, 

/3 of the intermediate reflector carried by this boom. 

With this apparatus, if the proper inputs are fed into the 

four control motors described. much radiation from the 

sun will be directed onto the boiler for any direction of 

sunlight, 
A third embodiment resembles either the first or sec

ond except that the large tubular ring 20 is not held in 

a horizontal plane. The mast may still be vertical but it 

supports an axis that is inclined to the horizontal by 

some angle A. This axis would generally lie in a north

south plane. The plane of ring 20 not only contains this 

axis but also dips or teeters about it, usually assuming 

one of a limited number of positions. If it had just two 

possible positions, it would dip down on one side in the 

morning and on the other side in the afternoon. This 

inclined axis forms what is called a teetering hinge; the 

angle by which ring 20 dips toward one side of the teet

ering hinge is called the teetering angle T. 

Table I includes T along with the other four con

trolled angle functions. Unlike the other four. however, 

1 may be controlled manually. An attendant might sim

ply crank the ring to one detent position in the morning 

and to the other of two possible positions in the after

noon. 
In this discussion, a control motor is understood to 

mean any of a wide variety of means for actuation. It 
can be a servo motor, a stepping motor, a hydraulic ac

tuator or a gravity-fed dashpot. 

I claim: 
I. Apparatus for solar thermal conversion compris-

ing; 
a mast protruding from the ground; 

a ring-like structure encircling said mast; 

a plurality of mirrors mounted on said ring-like struc-

ture; 
a body to be heated mounted on said mast; 

a beam rotatably mounted on said mast; 

a tiltably controlled reflector mounted at the extrem

ity of said beam: and 

8 
mast is vertical and has said body to be heated mounted 

at its upper end where most of the reflected light con

verges. 
3. Apparatus in accordance with claim 2 wherein said 

5 beam is mounted on said mast for controlled azimuth 

alignment with the plane containing both the sun and 

said mast and wherein said beam also has a horizontal 

hinge for controlled inclination from said mast so that 

said reflector receives most of the sunlight reflected 

to from said mirrors. 
4. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein 

most reflected light converges at some point between 

said body to be heated and said reflector. 

5. Apparatus in accordance with claim I wherein said 

t 5 body to be heated is a boiler which supplies steam to 

a means for generating electricity. 

6. Apparatus in accordance with claim I wherein said 

body to be heated has a selective surface which freely 

absorbs the low wavelength energy of sunlight but 

20 tends to retard the emission of radiant heat. 

7. Apparatus in accordance with claim I wherein said 

ring-like structure is a slender, prestressed ring capable 

of controlled inversion which causes the sunlight re

flected from said mirrors to converge toward a point 

25 and which, when changed, causes the distance from the 

center of said mirrors to this point to change. 

8. Apparatus in accordance with claim I wherein 

each of said mirrors has an attached sheave and. to

gether with its sheave, is mounted on said ring-like 

30 structure for limited rotation about ring cross section 

centers so that cables with ends oppositely wound 

around the mast can respond to forced in-plane dis

placements of said ring-like structure by exerting ten

sion differences on the sheave of each said mirror to 

35 cause changes in mirror tilt and overall focal point dis

tance. 
9. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein 

comrol motors control the azimuth angle of said beam. 

the inclination of said beam. the tilt of said mirror and. 

40 to a limited extent, the focal length distance of said plu

rality of mirrors. 
.10. Apparatus in accordance with claim 9 wherein 

said mirrors and said reflector can be protected with 

dust covers in response to movements of control mo-

45 tors which control beam mirrior mirror and focal 

50 
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length change. 
11. A solar heating apparatus comprising; 

a substantially vertical pole, 
a· moveable ;ing encircling and in connection with 

said pole, 
a plurality of mirrors mounted on said ring and 

adapted to reflect sunlight, 

a beam connected to said pole, said beam adapted to 

be moved vertically and horizontally about said 

pole, 
a reflector connected to said beam, said reflector 

adapted to receive reflected sunlight from said mir

rors, and 

control means enabling the sunlight reflected from 

said mirrors to be directed by said reflector onto 60 

said body to be heated. 

a body associated with said pole, said body adapted 

to receive reflected sunlight from said reflector and 

to convert this sunlight into useable energy. 

2. Apparatus in accordance with claim 1 wherein said * * * * * 
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